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Zusammenfassung
AMS, das
”
Alpha-Magnetic Spectrometer“, ist der erste Versuch, einen komplet-
ten Experiment-Aufbau der modernen Hochenergie-Physik, wie er an heutigen
Beschleunigern u¨blicherweise zum Einsatz kommt, inklusive eines starken, von
supraleitenden Spulen erzeugten Magnetfelds u¨ber ein großes Detektorvolumen
hinweg, zur Untersuchung der kosmischen Strahlung in den Weltraum zu bringen
und dort u¨ber la¨ngere Zeit zu betreiben.
Im Rahmen der Entwicklung dieses Experiments, die noch andauert, hat eine
Gruppe dieses Instituts ein zentrales Bindeglied der Kommando- und Kontrolldaten-
Verarbeitung, der so genannten
”
Slow Control“, aufbauend auf den Erfahrungen
des Probelaufs im AMS-01 Experiment an Bord des Space Shuttle, bis zur Ein-
satzreife entwickelt: das
”
Universal Slow-Control Modul“, kurz USCM.
Mein eigener Beitrag zu diesem Projekt bestand prima¨r in der Kommunikations-
Software zwischen dem USCM und der na¨chstho¨heren Schicht im Netzwerk der
Slow-Control bei AMS. Hier kommt eine aus der Automobilindustrie stammende
Netzwerktechnik, das Controller Area Network, kurz CAN, zum Einsatz, um mit
mo¨glichst geringem Gesamtgewicht der Verkabelung bis zu einhundert Knoten
so miteinander zu verbinden, dass prinzipiell jeder mit jedem Daten austauschen
kann, bei gleichzeitig hochgradiger Verla¨sslichkeit und Sto¨rsicherheit.
Die vorliegende Dissertation beginnt mit einer kurzen Einfu¨hrung in den Kon-
text des AMS-Experiments, und fa¨hrt fort mit einem ¨Uberblick u¨ber die Struktur
des Apparats, wie er zur Zeit gebaut wird, mit seinen wichtigsten Mess- und son-
stigen Teilsystemen, ihren Anforderungen und Lo¨sungsansa¨tzen. Anschließend
beschreibe ich die grundlegende Planung des Slow-Control-Netzwerks, und die
Grundzu¨ge der Hardware und Software des USCM, inklusive eines Beispiels, wie
es im Kontext des AMS-Experiments eingesetzt werden wird.
Um die USCM-Seite der Kommunikation u¨ber CAN Bus testen zu ko¨nnen, musste
zusa¨tzlich noch ein Program erstellt werden, dass die Gegenstelle simuliert. Nur
so konnten Weiterentwicklungen der USCM-Software gru¨ndlich erprobt werden.
Daher beschreibt der Hauptteil dieser Arbeit beide erstellten Programme in einem,
aus der Sicht des Anwenders des Simulator-Programms. Insbesondere werden alle
dort verfu¨gbaren Befehle, und gegebenenfalls auch die Aspekte des Kommunika-
tionsprotokolls, die diesen zu Grunde liegen, einzeln dokumentiert.
Abstract
This thesis documents work done on the internal control and monitoring system
of the Alpha-Magnetic Spectrometer experiment, AMS-02: a complete, state-of-
the-art high-energy physics experiment to be operated on the International Space
Station for several years, to measure properties of cosmic rays with an unprece-
dented combination of precision and detection efficiency over a wide range of
cosmic ray energies.
As part of this ongoing effort, a group at this institute developed a central module
of the network transporting commands and monitoring data between the central
control computer of AMS and the hundreds of individual electronics modules: the
“Universal Slow-Control Module”, or USCM for short. Hardware was designed,
tested and and finally readied for small-scale mass-production at the facilities of
a commercial partner. Since the USCM is for all means and purposes a complete,
albeit small and not particularly powerful, computer, it needs a complete software
environment to work, including a simple multi-tasking operating system, which
was also written here.
The main focus of my own contribution is on software development regarding the
communication in the slow-control network connecting the USCM and the central
command nodes of AMS. This is based on “Controller Area Network”, or CAN,
a very robust networking technique originally invented for use in automobiles.
Therefore, following an introduction into the goals and background of the AMS-
02 project, the various subsystems of the AMS-02 are each described individually
to put the following discussions into context. Then the concepts and design of
the Slow-Control system in general, and the USCM in particular, are explained,
including considerations which are rather unusual for a high-energy physics ex-
periment, and their consequences on both hardware and software design.
Since the partner of the USCM wasn’t available to be used to test the USCM’s
side of communications, my work was split into two major areas: the software
running inside the Universal Slow Control Module (USCM), and the creation of a
program to simulate its counterpart needed to be able to continuously check and
exercise the capabilities of the USCM, as they are keep growing incrementally.
The bulk of this work thus describes the resulting software, and it does so in terms
of the commands made available to the user of the test setup, and the data sent by
these commands across the CAN bus connection.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Observations of particles and waves reaching earth from the outside have always
been among of the primary sources of knowledge about the elementary compo-
nents of matter. Over time the traditional fields of cosmology on one hand, and
particle physics on the other, became more and more interested in each others’
results and methods, mainly because any discussion of the high-energy states of
the universe very soon after the Big Bang requires the theories developed by high-
energy physics. In this way, physical models of the smallest and the largest ob-
servable objects are intricately linked to each other.
Before the advent of particle accelerators and storage rings, most discoveries of
new “exotic” particles were actually made by observing cosmic rays. The positron
[10], the muon [11], the pion [20], and a whole zoo of mesonic and baryonic res-
onances were observed in cosmic rays long before the first big accelerators were
operated. A large fraction of those was made by various types of photographic de-
tectors, including nuclear emulsion imaging and cloud or bubble chambers (e.g.
[10, 11]) flown in balloons high in the earth’s atmosphere, or on extra-atmospheric
space flights and satellite experiments. The overall results of these measurements
is that cosmic rays follow a power-law distribution with a largely constant expo-
nent in the range of 2.75 over an astonishingly wide range of energies, as shown
in figure 2.1.
On the other hand, most new developments in high-energy physics of the past
few decades were made mainly through vast advances in detector and acceler-
ator technology. These were almost exclusively applied to build giant general-
purpose detectors and modern high-energy collider rings. Physicists thus learned
to build machines with an enormously large numbers of inputs measured elec-
tronically, creating digital data in such high volume and speed that they have to
be inspected, re-formatted, compressed, and some of them immediately discarded
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autonomously by several layers of automated decision-making called a “trigger”.
All this just to enable normal computers and mass storage systems to handle the
remaining rate and volume of data.
The “Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer” (“AMS-02” for short) is an attempt to com-
bine the best current practices of these two branches of particle physics in a single
experiment [7]. Its goal is to build and operate a state-of-the-art particle physics
detector in outer space, to detect particles in incoming cosmic rays, identify their
types and measure their direction and energy. The experiment will be mounted on
the outer hull of the International Space Station by a flight of the NASA Space
Shuttle, and operated there for a planned lifetime of three years of autonomous
operation.
Figure 1.1: An artistic view of the final completed stage of the International Space Station,
ISS, with AMS-02 mounted to it. AMS is on top of the horizontal main beam,
just inward of the left group of big solar panels. It is designed to point away
from earth, as it does in this image, at all times.
Science goals of AMS-02 include the search for antimatter nuclei with more than
one anti-proton, energy or momentum distributions of all major charged particles
contribution to the incoming flux of cosmic rays, and detection of high-energy
photons at high directional accuracy.
In this work, the main focus is on the internal house-keeping and control system
of the AMS-02 detector, which is commonly called “slow control” in high-energy
physics. Our group produced a major building block of that system, which is
called the Universal Slow-Control Module, from now on always abbreviated re-
ferred to as “USCM”. This is a small, not particularly fast, but otherwise complete
3computer, with several types of both analog and digital signaling interfaces to
the outside world. It communicates, concentrates, distributes, and translates com-
mands or house-keeping data, sitting between the central computer controlling the
AMS-02 experiment at large on one hand, and hundreds of individual electronic
modules on the other.
Astro-particle physics is a field of physics where two existing, superficially com-
pletely different established fields joined efforts to learn new things about the
world: astronomy and particle physics.
Today, astro-particle physics is conducted using basically three different classes
of measurement techniques:
• Detectors as used in accelerator experiments, but flown on satellites or bal-
loons, to be handled in more detail further on in this work.
• Shower detectors detecting Cherenkov radiation or shower muons released
by the transition of ultra-high energy particles (at energies of 103GeV and
more) through the atmosphere or large bodies of water or ice. These exper-
iments typically have no way to identify what kind of particle initiated the
shower, though.
• Indirect evidence of the passage of high-energy particles through particular
regions of the universe, leading to secondary emissions, like synchrotron
radiation from electrons in galactic magnetic fields, observed by classic as-
tronomical means like telescopes.
The major technique introduced by astro-particle physics is the use or adaptation
of measurement techniques of ground-based high-energy physics at particle ac-
celerators, and the theory used to model their results, to directly study incoming
particles from outside the earth’s atmosphere.
Rather than rely almost exclusively on a wide range of wavelengths of electromag-
netic radiation, astro-particle physics measures properties of incoming charged or
neutral particles of any description. The new field also drove classical astronomy
to extend the study of high-energy photons well beyond X-ray energies towards
gamma rays, i.e. photons at energies in the range of MeV or beyond. These were
traditionally neglected by astronomers because they never reach earth surface, and
cannot be focussed to be turned into pictures by any known kind of optics.
Except for extremely high energy cosmic rays and neutrinos, the vast majority
of cosmic ray particles is stopped in the atmosphere, so the experiments to study
them have to be conducted using balloons, satellites or other means of transporting
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detectors high up into, or even above the earth’s atmosphere. The first experiments
of that kind date back to 1912, when Victor Hess noticed that some kind of ion-
izing radiation must be penetrating the earth’s atmosphere from above, measured
discharging electroscopes he took on a high-altitude manned balloon flight [19].
A simplified version of the planned experiment [41] was operated on board the
space shuttle during a flight in June 1998. It consisted of a simpler version of
time-of-flight system, an incompletely populated silicon tracker, and a different
design of Cherenkov counter than the final AMS-02 experiment is planned to
have.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the AMS-01 detector
This apparatus was called AMS-01, and although this was meant mainly as a
proof-of-concept study of the technology to be used for the larger final version,
it already yielded quite a collection of interesting data that were used to search
for anti-helium [2], and measure energy spectra of protons [3, 5], leptons [4] and
helium nuclei [6]. In summary, the AMS-01 mission showed that
• The electronics and other technology used by high-energy physics exper-
iments can be converted to operate successfully in space. Rigidity1 and
charge of millions of particles were successfully measured during a few
days of data taking.
1An empirical quantity defined as momentum divided by charge — this is the fundamental
measured quantity of a magnetic tracking detector
5• Among almost three million particles which passed through the detector and
were successfully identified as helium nuclei, not a single event of one of
them having negative charge was detected, considerably improving previ-
ously known bounds on the size of such a contribution.
• Contributions to the spectra for electrons, positrons, protons and helium nu-
clei at low momenta were found, which couldn’t be cosmic rays because
they would have been deflected off the magnetic field of earth before reach-
ing the detector at those momenta.
• This “second spectrum” decomposes into two fractions: long-lived particles
that are captured in a roughly closed loop between two tightly constrained
regions in the geomagnetic field, for times between 0.5 and 10 seconds; and
short-lived ones which, coming from outer space, have been deflected by
earth’s magnetic field only once before detection.
• The second spectrum of helium is made almost purely of isotope helium-3.
Chapter 2
Physics of the AMS-02 Experiment
2.1 Historical context
Astronomy may well be the oldest of all known disciplines nowadays referred
to as natural sciences. Ever since the first modern human beings looked at the
sky and tried to make sense of what they saw up there, astronomy has been an
important factor in the evolution of human culture. It ranged from the ancient
efforts by the priesthoods of various local religions to accurately predict the dates
of seasonal events like the flood of the river Nile in ancient Egypt, through the
prediction of more solitary events like lunar and solar eclipses, all the way to the
modern-day fields of astronomy and cosmology which aspire to set up working
models of the entire known universe, from the “Big Bang” to its development far
into the future. As cosmology kept developing a better understanding of what
happened in ever earlier stages of the evolution of the universe, the states and
kinds of matter and energy making up the universe became further removed from
classical physics, and entered the regimes of first atomic, then nuclear physics,
and finally reached a level where only the models of elementary particle physics
can describe the state of the very early universe.
This is because the ambient temperature, expressing the average energy per object,
becomes higher as a model of the universe is extrapolated from the current time
back to the Big Bang singularity. That implies conventional states of solid matter
can no longer exist because at such high energies any two objects colliding with
each other will usually be decomposed into their respective components, causing
a phase transition from condensed to more elementary matter every time such
a binding energy threshold is exceeded by the temperature’s equivalent level of
kinetic energy.
6
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Looking backward in time from the present state, one would see condensed matter
like solids and liquids decompose into single molecules, followed by molecules
broken apart into their constituent atoms, and atoms stripped off their electron
hulls until nothing but a plasma of isolated nuclei and electrons remains. The
observable universe today is a non-homogeneous mixture of these states, ranging
from the solid rock or liquid of planets and dust clouds, to gaseous stars and
clouds, and finally to the plasma filling up the vast interstellar and intergalactic
spaces in between those other, more localized objects. In a way, this is because
some regions of the universe have remained in a steady state for a long time, while
other were pulled inward to some local gravitational center and condensed further.
Going further back in time towards to the Big Bang, the nuclei themselves are
dissolved into individual protons and unstable neutrons. At yet higher average
energies, and thus earlier in the history of the universe, the protons themselves
can dissociate into quarks. At this point and further towards the initial singularity,
only the theories of high energy physics can describe the behaviour of matter,
modeling the reactions of gluons, electro-weak interaction bosons, leptons and
quarks.
In this way, the equation of state of the very early universe, and thus a theory of the
universe today, applying the largest distance scales available to science, depends
strongly on results on the behaviour of elementary particles, the smallest objects
known to mankind.
2.2 Goals of the AMS-02 experiment
The principal physics goals of AMS-02 are to study the cosmic radiation coming
down on earth’s atmosphere. The individual goals are the following:
• Search for anti-matter nuclei other than single anti-protons. If found, this
would be strong evidence that contrary to common results there are ex-
tended regions of our universe, including entire stars or galaxies, built from
anti-matter instead of normal matter.
• Detect and measure energy spectra and directional distributions of several
kinds of charged particles, including protons, anti-protons, deuterons, elec-
trons and positrons.
• Detect high-energy photons (“gamma rays”), and try to pin-point their sour-
ces both in terms of incoming direction and time. This would help in the on-
going efforts to understand the nature and origin of gamma ray bursts (com-
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monly abbreviated as GRB), active galactic nuclei and other point sources
of gamma rays with a time variation.
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Figure 2.1: Flux of cosmic rays over a wide energy range
These goals define requirements for the capabilities of the next incarnation of the
AMS-02 experiment ([8]). To be able to distinguish anti-particles from normal
particles, the AMS-02 detector has to be able to find out the sign of their charge.
This is done by measuring the direction of the deflection they undergo while pass-
ing the field of a large super-conducting magnet. For high-energy particles, this
deflection is quite small. It can’t be made considerably larger because it’s lim-
ited by the overall length of a device to be transported on existing space vehicles,
and the limited magnetic field strength that can be achieved within the weight and
power budgets. So, to be able to measure this, AMS-02 has to be able to measure
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the trajectories of particles very precisely. The design goal of the detector is a
spatial resolution of the order of 10 micrometers.
A second major challenge posed by the scientific goals is that several of the signals
the experiment is designed to measure are riddled with enormous backgrounds
created by other types of incoming particles, sometimes up to 108 times as large
as the signal. To filter out such backgrounds, AMS-02 needs strong particle type
discrimination abilities. Since the central tracker can measure momenta quite
precisely, any technique that yields a velocity or energy measurement and thus a
handle on the mass of the particle passing through the experiment, can serve that
purpose. To this end, many AMS-02 sub-detectors are equipped to also return
energy loss (dE/dx) measurements. Other inputs needed to identify particles
are generated by dedicated detectors, e.g. the transition radiation and Cherenkov
detectors, and the time-of-flight counters.
Chapter 3
The AMS-02 detector
The second incarnation of the Alpha-Magnetic-Spectrometer (AMS-02 for short)
joins the two classic ways of running experimental particle physics back together,
of sorts.
AMS-02 is built quite the same way high-energy physicists have been building de-
tectors for fixed-target collider experiments for decades, in ever increasing com-
plexity. It combines several different detection principles with analog and digital
electronics, ending up with vast quantities of computer-readable data to be trans-
ferred onto mass-storage devices for later analysis. All this is well-established
technology within the high-energy physicists’ community — at ground level, that
is.
But AMS-02 is not to be operated on the ground. It is going to be mounted onto
an outer section of the international space station (ISS) to operate for a projected
lifetime of three years on end, under conditions rather unheard-of for such devices.
Some those are the following:
• Strictly no manual access to the device whatsoever. If anything breaks, it
must be fixable by computer-based remote control, or it remains broken for
the remainder of the experiment’s lifetime.
• No re-fills of any material supplies (gases, liquids). If any of them runs out,
at least that part of the experiment using that particular supply is over.
• No reliable real-time communication channels to the experiment. Commu-
nication to the station has to be shared with lots of other users, and may
not always be available at all, in case of radio transmission breakdowns,
maintenance or whatever.
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• A rigid upper limit on weight of about 6.7 metric tons, defined mainly by
the structural stability of the main vacuum case and enforced by NASA
regulations. If the whole apparatus is found heavier than the limit, on final
examination, it will not go into the Shuttle load bay.
• Serious mechanical stress due to the accelerations, particularly during launch
and landing of the space shuttle. On earth, you account for stress by just
adding support structures until it holds — but we can’t afford the weight
increase.
• Rigid upper limits on both typical and peak usage of electrical power. Elec-
trical power is generated by solar panels on the ISS and distributed among
all the systems present. The AMS-02 experiment cannot use more than
about 2000 Watts of electrical power in total, and that’s including any losses
by power converters and motors for many moving parts.
• Cooling only by radiation into open space, versus additional heating by in-
coming radiation from the sun. This causes extremely strong surface tem-
perature differences between “day” and “night” on the 90-minute ISS earth
round-trip cycle time.
• No shielding against incoming high-energy cosmic ray particles from the
“wrong” direction, as usually usually achieved by putting the experiments
several meters underground.
To put it extremely mildly, working around all these obstacles and limitations is a
tremendous challenge. It requires a thorough assessment of all imaginable ways
something can go wrong. Security considerations are grouped into several levels
of severity, and thus, allowable likelihoods for any of the risks discovered during
the assessment.
First of all, any compromise regarding the safety of the shuttle and station crews
is, of course, strictly not an allowable option. If there’s any non-negligible chance
of harming the crew, or making ISS inoperable, NASA will certainly not allow
the experiment to be brought into orbit or mounted on the station.
As the next level of risks, any malfunction that could cause a premature end of
usability of AMS-02 at large has to be avoided if at all possible. No failure of a
single element may cause significant parts of the experiment to become unusable.
So every important, non-optional system or component has to be built at least
twice, and the system at large has to be designed such that it can survive loss
of any sub-system. This redundancy complicates the command and monitoring
infrastructure a lot — a command may have upward of a dozen ways to be sent
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to the actual piece of electronics or mechanics it’s targeting. Organizing all these
paths and deciding which to use is a challenge all of its own.
To keep the risks imposed by particles hitting the electronics, all of that has to
be tested for tolerance of impacts of cosmic ray particles without suffering long-
term damage. Parts in safety-critical subsystems must be fully qualified for space
operations by NASA, those in operation-critical subsystem will at least be tested
by the AMS-02 collaboration, especially to check for the rates of transient failures
due to a circuit’s internal state being changed in a “single event upset” (SEU), and
short-circuits through the chips’ bulk material, called “latch-up”.
To keep power consumption under control, yet allow for redundant subsystems
that aren’t usually needed in routine operation, the main power supply coming
from the outside is split up into many independent supply lines at a couple of
different voltages, using so-called “DC/DC converters”. By individually turning
off some of those supplies, total power consumption of the experiment can be
reduced considerably.
Communication to and from the ground being unreliable, the experiment must
be able to work completely on its own, for weeks on end. It must also have
backup storage devices to write its data to, in case the high-speed data down-link
is unavailable. As a fall-back solution, data are planned to be shipped back to
earth by courier, i.e. brought back to earth down on one of the regular supply
transports to the station. To that end there will be exchangeable hard drives in
“ACOP (for “AMS Crew Operations Post”), our operation terminal in one of the
station’s pressurized internal crew working areas.
Figure 3.1 is a technical drawing of the entire AMS-02 detector as it’s being de-
signed.
See the following sections for explanations of each of the major subsystems of
the experiment. They are discussed here roughly in order of decreasing number
of signal outputs, which also is more or less the order of increasing spatial gran-
ularity, from about 100 microns in the tracker to 10 centimeters or more in the
scintillators.
3.1 Tracker
The central tracker ([32, 33]) is the core of AMS-02, both conceptually and ge-
ometrically. It measures trajectories of particles in a magnetic field provided by
the superconducting magnet. The curvature of charged particles’ tracks in this
magnetic field gives their momentum component orthogonal to the field.
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Figure 3.1: A solid view of the AMS-02 detector, cut open to expose the inner parts. Only
the detector itself is shown, i.e all the electronics, cables, and mechanical
support structures are omitted from this picture to better expose the major
components.
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Subsystem Power Weight [kg] Data size comments
[W] electr. other [Kbits]
Tracker 776 149 510 3146 incl. cooling system
TRD 174 41 445 84 incl. gas supply
RICH 62 19 184 348
ECal 88 42 638 47
TOF & ACC 168 41 288 49
Power 310 42 — —
Magnet & Cryo 560 115 2357 —
DAQ & Trigger 50 29 — —
Misc. 46 17 1736 — GPS, Star tracker, USS
Totals 2000 6717 3674
Table 3.1: Main properties of major subsystems of AMS-02
The central tracker consists of 6.3 m2 of silicon micro-strip detectors, organized
into 8 double layers. Each double layer has several silicon micro-strip detectors
combined into assemblies called “ladders”, oriented in alternating directions on
subsequent layers to give measurements in both coordinate directions.
Figure 3.2: The Silicon Tracker and its support structure in a technical drawing.
The tracker data read-out system records not only the position a particle passed
through a tracker, but also the amount of ionization caused by it, on each of the
roughly two hundred thousand read-out channels. The dE/dx value depends on
the charge and velocity of the particle traversing the detector according to the
famous Bethe-Bloch formula, as detailed e.g. in [25], and thus helps to distinguish
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particle types from each other. Position measurement itself has to be accurate to
within about 10 micrometers, to accurately measure momenta well beyond several
GeV, which don’t bend very much as they pass the AMS-02 magnet’s field.
A major problem of every silicon tracking detector is the signal-to-noise ratio, or
“SNR”, i.e. the clarity of real signals compared to the random noise generated
both by the detector itself and the attached read-out electronics. The AMS-02
tracker is designed for a rather unusually high signal-to-noise ratio of 10000:1.
To make sure mechanical mounting inaccuracies or possible movements of parts
of the tracker relative to each other during transport or operation don’t invali-
date the trajectory measurement, particularly for the very small curvatures seen
for high-momentum tracks, a set of laser beams provides a precise definition of
straight lines, in eight positions all over the tracker, altogether called the Tracker
Alignment System.
3.2 Transition Radiation Detector
One of the hardest distinctions for a cosmic ray experiment to make is that be-
tween positrons and protons. What makes this so hard is that protons are so
overwhelmingly more abundant than positrons, causing even rather small mis-
identification probabilities to end up swamping any positron measurement in ir-
reducible background. Since one of AMS-02’s goals is to measure cosmic ray
positrons, it needs excellent capabilities of distinguishing positrons from protons.
The transition radiation detector, or TRD for short, is one of the major steps to-
wards this goal ([34, 35]). It exploits the fact that the intensity of so-called transi-
tion radiation, emitted by particles as they move across the boundary between any
two media of different dielectric properties, is much more prominent for light par-
ticles than for heavy ones, at the same momentum and fixed detector parameters.
But since even for electrons the effect is quite weak, i.e. on average only one
in about 100 boundary transitions yields a measurable photon, a large number of
surfaces for the particle to pass through is needed to generate a reliably detectable
signal. AMS-02 applies dense mats of polymer fibers worked into a fleece as the
radiator material to achieve this.
To measure both the electrons themselves and the generated transition radiation
photons, which are in the X-ray range of photon energies, each layer of radiator
material is complemented by a layer of “straw tube” gas detectors operated as
proportional counters, for a total of 5248 individual detector channels. The gas of
choice is a 80:20 percent mixture of xenon and carbon dioxide. Xenon is used to
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Figure 3.3: The Transition Radiation Detector and parts of its external support structure,
seen from the side and above.
optimize detection of X-ray photons transition radiation consists of, with carbon
dioxide to quench the gas amplification avalanche and avoid deterioration of the
chamber over time.
The entire TRD is mounted on top of the detector, so it’s the first detector hit by
inbound particles coming from outside the atmosphere. It’s the octagonal structure
you see at the top of figure 3.1. A more detailed view of the TRD by itself is in
figure 3.3.
The small size of the expected electronic signals of the TRD makes it crucially
important to maintain precise control over the gas gain of the straw tube chambers.
To this end, the gas supply system of the TRD monitors and controls mixture,
temperature, pressure and purity of the gas used by the detectors ([36]).
3.3 Ring-Imaging Cherenkov Detector
Particles travelling through a material faster than light would in that same ma-
terial will emit Cherenkov radiation in addition to transition radiation. This can
be exploited to help with particle identification, since its photons are emitted un-
der a fixed angle relative to the particle’s direction of flight, similar to the Mach
cone observed in the shock wave generated by super-sonic objects in air. This
Cherenkov cone can be mapped onto a surface of photon detectors, where it ap-
pears as a ring of more-or-less circular shape, depending on the geometry of the
surface. The opening angle of the cone directly translates to the velocity of the
particle, whereas its intensity depends on the absolute size of it charge, |Z|. So
just like the silicon tracker, this type of detector can provide two important mea-
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surements at once.
AMS-02 has such a Ring-Imaging Cherenkov detector (referred to as RICH from
now on) mounted below the central tracker ([27, 28]). It consists of a layer of solid
radiator material, about 15 centimeters of open space for the cones to develop a
sizable opening radius in, and a densely packed, flat layer of 680, 4 by 4 pixel
segmented photo-multiplier tubes to detect the generated photons. Because the
radiator is kept quite thin relative to its distance from the light detectors, the frac-
tion of the particle’s trajectory inside the radiator is effectively a point-like source,
and the directional constraint is translated into an actual cone of light, ending up
as a circle in the detection plane. In the geometry of this particular design of a
RICH, one doesn’t need any mirrors or other optical tools to focus the generated
radiation onto the detectors except at the outer conical wall, which is mirrored to
reflect back radiation that would otherwise be lost back into the detection area.
Figure 3.4: Design drawing of the Ring-Imaging Cherenkov Detector.
You can see the RICH close to the bottom of figure 3.1, sitting between the magnet
assembly and the ECal, which is discussed in the following section, and also in
figure 3.4.
3.4 Electromagnetic Calorimeter
In all the sub-detectors discussed so far, one entire class of incoming particles
will typically give no signal at all: high-energy photons. Unless they happen to
undergo electron-positron pair conversion by hitting an atom of the material above
the tracker, which would most likely the Xenon gas in the TRD, they would just
pass through all the detectors discussed so far, without leaving any trace.
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To measure such photons, and also as yet another means to help distinguish be-
tween leptons and hadrons, AMS-02 has an electromagnetic calorimeter, briefly
referred to as “ECal”, as its bottom-most main sub-detector (and thus at the bot-
tom of figure 3.1). A more detailed view is in figure 3.5.
The ECal ([16, 17])consists of lead plates interspersed with scintillating fibers, at
a total combined weight of about 600 kilograms. Particles hitting this solid block
of material, if they do interact electromagnetically at all, will lose most or all of
their energy by ionizing lead atoms in a cascade of individual interactions called
an “electro-magnetic shower”, which eventually leads to measurable scintillation
light output by the embedded fibers. This light is collected and transferred to an
array of 324, 4 by 4 pixel segmented photo-multiplier tubes arranged along all
four edges of the quadrangular layers of lead.
Figure 3.5: Design drawing of the AMS Electromagnetic Calorimeter.
The response of an ECal is distinctly different for different types of particles, at
the same total energy. In particular, the energy deposition patterns of the shower,
both along its path and orthogonal to it, are different for hadrons and other charged
particles. AMS-02 uses this information to distinguish protons and nuclei on one
hand from electrons, muons and photons on the other.
Since the ECal is a good deal more sensitive to photons than most other detectors,
which concentrate on charged particles by design, its output signal is also used as
an input in the decision whether an interesting event has taken place, called the
“trigger”.
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3.5 Time-of-Flight detector
Not all particles in the cosmic ray flux to be measured by AMS-02 are in the
ultra-relativistic range high-energy physicists are most accustomed to. Those that
aren’t, like heavy nuclei at comparatively small momenta, won’t pass through the
AMS-02 detector in the “usual” time given by its length and the speed of light.
By measuring the time difference of a particle between entry and exit of AMS-02,
this fact can be used to help distinguish nuclei from the very much lighter types
of particles fund in cosmic rays. It can also tell different types of nuclei apart.
Four layers of plastic scintillators form the time-of-flight measurement system,
commonly referred to as “TOF”, in AMS-02 ([30, 31]). One pair each is mounted
on top of and below the main tracker. In each individual layer the scintillators are
organized in long parallel slabs. The two layers of each pair are rotated by 90 de-
grees around the AMS-02 z symmetry axis to give a rough position measurement
in both the x and the y direction. The system is designed to measure the time of a
particle’s passage to within 120 picoseconds, which translates into an accuracy of
3 percent for velocities β close to the relativistic limit of 1.0.
Figure 3.6: Design drawing of the Time-of-Flight counters.
Like that of the main tracker the TOF read-out electronics is equipped to return
not just the information that a particle passed through one of the scintillator slabs,
but also the amount of scintillation light it induced. This dE/dx input is again
used to distinguish between various particle types.
The second, at least equally important use of the TOF system is as a first-level
trigger input. The TOF scintillators respond very quickly, and their information is
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sufficient to decide whether a particle seen is interesting enough to warrant reading
out and storing the measurements made of that particle by all the other subsystems.
This decision is needed to make good use of available data rate without loosing
interesting data or wasting electric power by acquiring data that aren’t used.
3.6 Anti-Coincidence Counters
For some of the more difficult searches for exotic, supposedly very rare particles
AMS-02 is designed to carry out — particularly the search for anti-nuclei — par-
ticles entering the central tracker volume without passing through the auxiliary
detectors (TRD, Rich, ECal, TOF) can cause severe difficulties in analysis of the
final data by faking interesting signatures. To avoid that, AMS-02 is equipped
with an “anti coincidence counter”, or “ACC” for short ([1]). This is a cylindrical
layer of 42 plastic scintillator slabs surrounding the tracker, sharing its read-out
electronics with the TOF system. If any particle hit the ACC in the time of a
seemingly interesting event, that event may have be discarded from the analysis
to avoid these mis-identification probabilities.
Figure 3.7: Design drawing of the Anti-Coincidence Counter
3.7 Auxiliary subsystems
In addition to the various sub-detectors described so far, there are also a couple
of other large subsystems of the AMS experiment that should be mentioned here.
They are the ones responsible for
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• Managing and distributing power supplied by an external source to the var-
ious other systems.
• Collecting the physics data from all sub-detectors.
• Streaming the data down to the ground station.
• Providing the magnetic field needed by the tracker to measure charged par-
ticle momenta by their curvature by a set of super-conducting coils.
• Maintaining the current of the magnet, and its supply of superfluid helium.
• Determining the position of the experiment in time and space.
• Monitoring and controlling the operational parameters of the various other
subsystems.
Each of these auxiliary subsystems except the very last is addressed in its own
section below. Monitoring and control is the focus of chapters 4 ff.
3.7.1 Power Distribution
Electrical power is supplied to the AMS experiment by one of several different
sources, in each of its various stages of operation. Their common property is
that they supply only one or two inputs of 120 Volts DC, with strict regulations
about the impedance and time behaviour of the load attached to those imposed
by NASA. This common voltage has to be filtered to avoid interference of the
experiment with the Shuttle or Space Station, and vice versa.
The power distribution system ([26]) then converts these filtered supplies into
two 28 Volt supply lines per sub-detector, to achieve redundancy. The various
voltages needed by individual subsystems are then generated by means of DC/DC
converters designed and optimized for maximum efficiency at its given load, for
each of those systems. These converters are considered part of each subsystem
using them, and are generally referred to as the “xPD”, for “Power Distribution
box of subsystem x”.
The filtered 120 Volt supply is also made available directly to the cryogenic cool-
ing system and the magnet power supply discussed below, and to a set of heaters
needed to warm up the entire system to the operative temperature range before
turning it on for the first time, or after an extended power loss.
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3.7.2 Data Acquisition and Triggering
The data acquisition system, referred to as DAQ from now on, handles the task of
collecting data from all physics detectors, referencing them to a common point of
time to compensate for read-out timing differences of the various detectors, and
channelling the resulting data packages out for storage and transmission down to
earth.
The data of the individual sub-detectors are transmitted by a large number of
point-to-point links using a home-spun protocol called “AMS-Wire”, to a central
data acquisition computer called “JMDC”.
Some of them are pre-processed and delivered to the JMDC on dedicated AMS-
Wire links to be used in the decision that an interesting particle probably just
crossed the detector, and all the detectors should be read out to find out about its
properties. This part of the DAQ subsystem is called a “trigger”, and it’s one of
the typical features of a high-energy physics detector assembly that the AMS-02
collaborators may well have introduced into the field of cosmic ray physics for the
first time ever. The decision can be re-evaluated several times, as additional data
come in. If, e.g., the anti-coincidence counter reports a passage of some particle
through the outer cylinder wall of the tracker, this may be reason to revoke the
original trigger decision and throw away all the data read out for that event because
it turned out to be unusable from a physics analysis perspective.
The JMDC buffers all these data, collects them, and joins all data belonging to
a single cosmic ray interaction, or “event”, into a single package for each time
the trigger ultimately classified the event as interesting. These packages are then
handed over to the AMS Crew Operations Post. That’s another computer which is
mounted inside the pressurized volume of the Space Station, where it can be oper-
ated by astronauts. There, they are put into medium-term storage on exchangeable
hard-drivers, and down-streamed to earth over a microwave link.
3.7.3 The Magnet
The magnetic field for the AMS-02 tracker subsystem is provided by a system
of superconducting coils placed around the tracker itself (see figure 3.8, and [21,
22]). The coils use a classical superconducting alloy of nickel and titanium, so the
magnet has to be cooled down to just a few Kelvin to become superconducting.
Since this is a lot colder than the ambient environment of the Space Station, the
magnet has to be cooled actively. The principal coolant is a volume of superfluid
helium in a tank kept in indirect thermal contact with the magnet. The following
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section goes into more detail how that helium, in turn, is kept cold.
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Figure 3.8: The AMS-02 magnet system, with the surrounding helium vessel and vacuum
case drawn transparently and cut open to allow a clear view of the magnet
coils.
The principal field used by the tracker is generated by a pair of dipole coils. But
since safety requirements for astronauts on EVA limit the allowable magnetic field
strength at the surface of the apparatus, twelve additional coils are needed to guide
and concentrate the stray fields and contain them mostly inside the detector. These
are the “racetrack” coils referred to in figure 3.8.
While attached to the Space Shuttle — both on the launch pad and during flight
— the magnet is kept in a state where it’s cooled down, but holds no current. It
is then charged up to its operational current of up to 450 A after the AMS-02
experiment has been transferred to the Space Station and connected to its power
supply and data links there. The system used to inject this current into the super-
conducting coil is called the CAB (an acronym of Cryomagnet Avionics Box).
It also monitors the magnet for quenches, or unloads the energy stored in the
magnetic field into a dedicated heat sink at a convenient position on the Unique
Support Sstructure, abbreviated to USS — a kind of exoskeleton of the experi-
ment mounted on the outer hull of the vacuum vessel and mechanically linking it
to the Shuttle or Space Station.
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In case the magnet should suffer a quench, instead of this slow “dump” that hap-
pens on demand only, the energy would be absorbed into boiling a sizable fraction
of the liquid helium supply instead, which would then evaporate into the environ-
ment.
The CAB’s job of monitoring the magnet is absolutely crucial to the success and
safety of both the experiment and the station, so it has its own un-interruptible
power supply, with enough energy stored in its battery to carry out a slow and
safe dump of the magnetic field energy into the heat sink, in case power — or
communication of the experiment with the ground operation crew — is lost and
doesn’t return within a predetermined safety time frame of about 24 hours.
3.7.4 Cryogenic subsystems
There are two cooling systems in AMS-02. One is applied to the tracker. It
draws heat generated mainly by the analog front end electronics and the silicon
strip detectors themselves out of the tracker volume and dumps it onto radiator
surfaces on top of the experiment, dedicated to that purpose.
Figure 3.9: The outer vacuum vessel containing the helium tank, and its mechanical sup-
port by the USS.
The other, much more critical cooling system is the one handling the reservoir of
360 kilograms of superfluid helium used to cool the magnet, as shown in figures
3.8 and 3.9. The choice of superfluid over ordinary liquid helium is motivated
mainly by two aspects. First, superfluid helium has higher density and higher la-
tent heat than normal liquid. Second, with AMS-02 operating in a micro-gravity
environment, heat can’t reliably be exchanged within the helium volume by con-
vection, so local hot spots could develop. But with the very high thermal conduc-
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tivity of superfluid helium, it’s still essentially guaranteed that its temperature is
completely homogeneous.
Heat from the magnet is conducted into the superfluid helium reservoir by means
of dedicated thermal connections in the form of pipes containing superfluid helium
at high pressure to avoid boiling. They transfer heat into the main helium tank,
where it is consumed by boiling superfluid helium. Ultimately, heat is removed
from there by venting this induced helium vapor into space, through several in-
between temperature zones shielding the cold core of the helium tank from the
much warmer environment. In other words helium is sacrificed for the single
reason of having it take some excess heat with it.
But since the amount of helium is limited, this can become the limiting factor
that finally determines the end of the experiment at large. To avoid that as long
as possible AMS-02 is equipped with 4 cryo coolers — heat pumps based on the
principle of the Stirling cycle of classical thermodynamics, and designed to oper-
ate at the temperatures of the outermost thermal shield layer of gaseous helium.
They are used to forcibly extract heat from the vapor, and push it away onto the
radiators at even higher temperatures, but keep the helium inside our tanks in the
process. In the overall effect, the cryo coolers substitute a material carrier of heat
by electrical power, which is expected to be in comparatively unlimited supply.
This should extend the lifetime of the experiment in orbit considerably. The sys-
tem of cryo coolers is explained in more detail in chapter 6.
3.7.5 Position and direction measurement
If AMS-02 detects certain kinds of events, particularly high-energy photons that
could be related to astronomical events like GRBs, it may be not merely important,
but even essential to their interpretation, to know when exactly these particles
reached the experiment, and what direction, exactly, they came from. To this end,
the original design of AMS-02 has been extended by two subsystems that allow to
link a particle’s passage through the detector to a well-defined time and a direction
the experiment is point in.
To measure time, AMS-02 is equipped with a receiver for the widely popular
satellite-based service Global Positioning System, GPS. Because the GPS posi-
tion measurement is based on determining the difference in signal transition times
form the individual satellites to the receiver, the data stream contains a very pre-
cise time signal based on globally synchronized atomic clocks on board of the
GPS satellites. Of the rather larger set of data available from a GPS receiver,
AMS uses only the time.
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To measure direction, AMS-02 has a pair of special-purpose automatic electronic
telescopes equipped with image-processing software and a sky catalog that can
track the experiment’s orientation at any time as the Space Station rotates to follow
its trajectory around the earth about once every 90 minutes. These so-called “star
trackers” ([29]) are mounted on the periphery of AMS-02 so as to guarantee that
for as much of the time as possible, at least one of them has a clear view of the
stars in the sky, neither obstructed by other parts of the Space Station (notably the
solar panels), nor overwhelmed by illumination from the sun or moon, or parts of
the station brightly lit by those.
One of the tubes of the star tracker looking away from the detector can be seen in
the upper part of figure 3.1, peeking out between the magnet and the upper TOF.
Chapter 4
Slow Control Architecture
One of the major problems in every full-scale high-energy physics experiment is
the large amount of house-keeping data from individual sub-detectors, and the
number of command channels going back to them that are necessary for running
the experiment. This part of the system is usually called “slow control”, because
it typically has reaction times several orders of magnitude longer than the physics
data handling. A typical timescale for slow control is one second or even longer,
whereas detector response times range from tens of picoseconds to several mil-
liseconds, at maximum.
In the current design plans for the AMS-02 experiment, there are roughly 500
electronic circuit boards mounted in about 30 crates. Most of those offer some
diagnostic reading, or must execute commands sent to them by other components
of the experiment.
The AMS-02 slow control system is structured into three formal layers.
On top of those three tiers, there are several alternative command and data paths
foreseen to control the apparatus while still on the ground, during transportation
to the space station, for routine operation on ISS, and for maintenance during
routine operation. To simplify operation, it has been decided to operate the inter-
nal command and monitoring system strictly hierarchically, with a single control
computer inside the experiment that handles all connections to the outside, and
is singly responsible for all commands and data going through the slow control
system on the inside of the apparatus.
This top tier inside the experimental setup is formed by the 4-fold redundant mas-
ter computers called “JMDC”, which stands for J Main DAQ Computer. Each of
those is meant to be capable of running the complete experiment, but since this is
by far the most complex piece of electronics used, yet couldn’t be afforded to be
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Figure 4.1: A schematic overview of the organization of the slow control network of
AMS-02
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built entirely from radiation-hardened parts, the usual 2-fold redundancy appeared
insufficient insurance, so it was decided to build 4 of them.
The JMDCs communicate with several copies of the same slave computer, the
USCM, and with some special subsystems that have their own kind of slow-
control slave module, including the superconducting magnet’s control unit (CAB),
and the central power distribution unit (PDB). These local slave control comput-
ers are distributed all over the experiment, and form the middle tier of the slow
control hierarchy.
The devices to be controlled by USCMs forming the bottom tier of the slow con-
trol system divide into several classes. First, and clearly dominating in terms of
number of signals to be managed, come the various sub-detectors that contribute
to the physical data to be measured by the experimental as a whole.
In addition to these, there are various infrastructure elements to be monitored and
controlled. One class of them is formed by the thermal control systems: one
for keeping the storage tank of liquid helium cool, one to actively remove heat
generated by the main silicon tracker. There are also several heaters in various
places that will be needed to start up the experiment from an initial deep-frozen
state, but those are usually controlled as a part of some other system.
All communications in the slow control network from the USCM layer upward
happens in terms of abstract “AMS data blocks” that can be transported over var-
ious media, including the radio communication links from ISS to the ground. In-
termediate stations can either just pass them through, or act upon their contents,
or forward them to other nodes in the network.
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Figure 4.2: A detailed view of the AMS-02 slow-control network
Chapter 5
The Universal Slow Control Module
About 40 copies of the “Universal Slow Control Module” (USCM) make up the
middle of the three tiers of the slow-control system of the AMS-02 apparatus.
Each of them serves as a concentrator and distributor of commands and data be-
tween the central control computer (“JMDC”), and a subset of the roughly 500
individual circuit boards that form the detector electronics. These individual mod-
ules all have different sets of electronic command inputs and data outputs. Some
of those use analog voltages, others need digital signals. Some boards just need to
be switched on or off, others have a large number of sensor states that the central
control computers may need to know at certain points of operation.
Handling all these signals individually, in a fully centralized manner, would re-
quire an unbearable amount of cables going to the central computer. The three-
tired architecture avoids that by doing a large part of the work locally in every
crate of electronics modules, collecting information from several signal lines in a
single abstract “status message”, and reduces the number of cables to the central
node by at least one order of magnitude.
The USCM is this local mediator between the JMDC and the individual elec-
tronics modules. Its task is to collect, transform and abstract the different house-
keeping data sources and command inputs found in the various subsystems, pre-
senting a homogeneous interface to the central computer controlling the entire
experiment.
All USCMs are connected to the main computers via a CAN 2.0B bus running at a
speed of 1 Mbit/s. “CAN” is an acronym of “Controller Area Network”, the name
of an industry standard networking technology with special features that make
it very robust in harsh environments, and well-suited for applications in control
systems (see [12, 13, 14]). It was originally designed for use in automobiles to
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solve similar cabling complexity issues as outlined above, but has spread out from
there to various kinds of installations.
Since CAN bus uses a shared electrical medium, just like classic Ethernet on
coaxial cable, using it saves another order of magnitude in the amount of cables
going to the central computer, thus bringing it down to just 4 wires for our 2-fold
redundant CAN busses to control the whole system.
AMS-02 uses version 2.0B of the CAN bus definition, which gives each message
an internal 29-bit address field. These 29 bits are used to select one of the USCMs,
and inform the USCM which of the 4 redundant JMDCs the request is from, but
also to control direction of package and combination of many packages into a
single large block.
Bit # Name Description
28 — Unused, always 0
27 First Set in first message in a multi-message transmission
26 Last Set in last message of a multi-message transmission
25 Reply Set in reply messages from the USCM to master
24 Write Set in write-only transmissions
23 BusReq Set if requests travel over CAN bus B
22 BusRep Set if replies travel on CAN bus B
21 Newborn Set for new-born or “physical” addressing mode
20 . . . 13 Source ID Address of the CAN node sending this message
12 . . . 5 Dest ID Address of the CAN node to receive this message
4 . . . 0 — Unused, always zero.
Table 5.1: Use of bits in the CAN message identifier by AMS block protocol, according
to [9].
The central control computer can send a request for data or a direct command to
any USCM at any time, assuming the bus is not currently in use. The USCM will
execute the request, usually by communication with one of the electronics boards
in the same crate that the particular USCM is in, and prepare a reply message
holding the results. The reply is sent back to the central computer as soon as the
bus is free. The USCM, on the other hand, never sends any message except as
replies to requests from the central computer. This is known as a master-slave
communication system, because the master control computer is the only one al-
lowed to “speak” at any time, whereas the slaves, i.e. the USCM, may speak only
if spoken to.
The USCM is essentially a small general-purpose computer, so it can continuously
monitor input signals and store their state in memory. This allows to read out
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slowly reacting inputs asynchronously, and return the latest reading immediately,
instead of the master controller having to wait for the sensor reply.
Some mission-critical control procedures can even be run by the USCM itself
instead of the central computer. This helps to reduce both the message load on the
CAN bus and the workload of the master controller. It can also be slightly more
robust, e.g. in case communication on the CAN bus breaks down temporarily.
5.1 Hardware
The hardware of the USCM (shown in figure 5.1) is built around the Dallas
DS80C390, a rather heavily extended variant of the time-honored 8051 family
of 8-bit microprocessors ([15]). The CPU is run at a clock frequency of 16 MHz,
which allows for a maximum of 4 million instructions to be executed per second.
Figure 5.1: A photo of the USCM.
The DS80C390 is operated in a mode that lets it access up to 16 MiByte of mem-
ory; a lot more than a classic 8051 could handle. The USCM provides less than
that, though. There’s 256 KiByte of data memory (static RAM), 128 KiByte of
one-time-programmable code memory (either EPROM or OTP), and 128 KiByte
of non-volatile, but re-writable memory (EEROM). The one-time-programmable
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code memory holds a boot-loader and optionally a fall-back version of the main
software, commonly referred to as the “ROM” code from now on. The re-writable
memory on the other hand is used to store both the final software and special data
blocks to configure it for the particular USCM’s environment.
The DS80C390 already has internal support for CAN bus networking, so the
USCM only has to provide line drivers that transform signal levels between the
processor and the shared bus cable linking all USCMs and the JMDCs together.
To interface with the electronics modules it controls, the USCM has several I/O
lines made available mainly through its two VME-style backplane connectors.
Some are made available near the front of the USCM, too, where optional sockets
for external cables can be built into the front panel.
• 16 analog outputs, 12 bit resolution, 0 ... 4.095 Volts
• 32 analog inputs, 12 bit resolution, 0 ... 4.095 Volts
• 8 “1-wire” bus lines that can handle up to 254 temperature sensors from the
DS1820 family
• 2 serial ports using RS-232 protocol, but 5 Volt signal level
• 8+1 digital “low-voltage differential signalling” (LVDS) outputs
• 16+2 digital LVDS combined input/output signals
LVDS is chosen to allow these signals to be transferred over considerable lengths
of cables without undue risk of electromagnetic interference in this rather noisy
environment, and can have multiple devices listening to the same signal on a sin-
gle, shared cable. In these respects, LVDS behaves somewhat similarly to CAN
bus.
The LVDS lines form a 16-bit wide memory bus using 8-bit addressing, including
signalling lines. They can alternatively be used by the USCM software to run a
special serial protocol originally designed by LeCroy that some of the subsystems
need. This protocol uses one of the 16 data lines for the serial data, and one of the
8 address lines as a clock pulse line.
The USCM has special circuitry to handle the special conditions of operating in
outer space.
• Latch-up detection and recovery circuits:
If a cosmic ray hits one of the integrated circuits, that chip can enter an au-
tonomously escalating state of short-circuit, called “latch-up”. To remove
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that condition, power supply is cut internally on the board, and the affected
groups of circuits are externally short-circuited to discharge their capaci-
tances quickly and avoid lasting damage.
• Redundancy handling:
For security by redundancy, there are two USCMs in every crate. Only one
of them will be in charge of controlling the subsystem at any given time.
Special handshake lines allow one of them to locally turn off/on the other,
and to avoid both USCMs trying to drive the digital I/O lines simultane-
ously.
• Power conservation:
Since electrical power is a scarce resource on ISS, all devices have to be de-
signed to use as little power as possible. The USCM does this by powering
LVDS bus drivers only while actually used. The whole module consumes
only 1 Watt when not operating the LVDS lines.
5.1.1 Manufacturing
After several small sets of prototype versions, starting with designs made for the
precursor experiment AMS-01, a series of 70 pieces of the “engineering model” of
the board revision “USCM version 3/S2” ([38]) were produced by a commercial
company. These were then tested successfully, and serve as the development plat-
form for both the USCM designers themselves, as well as all of the sub-detector
groups within the AMS-02 collaboration. To this end, they were distributed to
each of these “client” working groups, who can use them to check that their own
hardware can communicate and collaborate with the USCM as planned.
From the experience gathered using these engineering models, some modifica-
tions to the board were found to be needed. Most importantly, it turned out that the
USCM had to be able to distinguish between two ways of turning off its power and
back on again: it can either be the power supplied from the outside to the USCM
that was interrupted, or the USCM itself can have terminated power supply to the
majority of its components, including the microprocessor controlling it all. This
is needed in order to continue operation of the USCM with little or no interruption
in case of a latch-up, which triggers an internal power-off state for a short time.
To recognize which of these had occurred before the CPU becomes operational
again, a dedicated single flip-flop circuit is kept powered even if the USCM has
turned itself off, to keep it in its last known state. This flip-flop initializes itself to
a known state automatically as soon as external power is turned on, and its state
can be read and modified by the CPU.
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This flip-flop and some other relatively minor modifications to parameters of the
design, including the over-current thresholds and timing characteristics of the
latch-up protection circuitry, were implemented in the design of board revision
“3/S3b”, also known as the flight version ([39]). These were built in a quantity of
about 70 modules, too, but this time using space-qualified parts and techniques
throughout the entire manufacturing process, to yield space-worthy hardware.
These were, again, tested, and delivered to the collaboration. After some last-
minute changes including an update of the ROM version of the software, they will
be finished up at a space electronics institute in Taiwan, and will then ready to go
into space.
5.2 Software
The CPU on the USCM runs a small special-purpose pre-emptive multitasking op-
erating system called MUL TASK (see [23]), either from one-time-programmable
or from re-writable code memory. The code in one-time-programmable memory
serves a boot-loader, but is otherwise a complete copy of a (possibly out-dated)
version of the main program.
The boot-loader is started automatically after the USCM is powered up or the reset
circuitry fires, e.g. in case of a latch-up event. It then checks for the presence of
an updated program in the re-writable memory section. Such a program has to
be authenticated by a special header and a correct checksum, or the boot-loader
code will refuse to execute it. If the checks succeed, the updated code will be
run instead of the boot-loader. If they don’t, the boot-loader continues to run —
typically to receive a code update.
Once running, the system cycles through a fixed number of four programs. It
switches from one program to the next every millisecond. Running programs can
disable the task-switching or give up their time-slice of one-millisecond if they
don’t have anything to do at the moment.
The four programs serve separate purposes each:
1. The main console program
2. The analog I/O handling program
3. CAN bus communication program
4. User-specific program
Each of them is explained in its own section below.
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5.2.1 The main console program
This program provides a line-based text command interface to the software in the
USCM. This console interface is available via the serial ports of the USCM. The
console interface can optionally be decoupled from the actual serial ports, in order
to free those for connections to electronics controlled by a given USCM. Task 1
remains in charge of the serial lines in this case, but doesn’t act on the text sent
through it. It just buffers the traffic going over those lines, so it can be handed
over to/from the master controller via CAN bus.
Since in the final AMS-02 experimental assembly the serial ports of USCMs will
not be available to the outside, a secondary access channel to the console exists
which transports the characters being sent back and forth in CAN bus messages.
The console interface offers on-board code debugging facilities including a simple
assembler and disassembler for machine code, display and editing of memory
contents. It can be used to download an updated program into the re-writable
memory.
It also gives access to modify or display all signals connected to the USCM in a
textual representation.
The console is meant to be used mainly during the build and test phase of both the
USCM itself and of all the systems using it.
5.2.2 The analog I/O handling program
This program manages all the analog signal lines going from the USCM to the
electronic systems controlled by it, including the Dallas temperature sensor busses.
It continuously cycles through a big loop of all known inputs and outputs of this
class:
• Analog input lines
Read them out and store the results in memory
• Analog output lines
Set them to output whatever new values were requested for them, in case
the settings have changed since the previous execution of the cycle.
• Temperature sensors
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– Depending on configuration flags, use the Dallas/Maxim “1-wire” pro-
tocol to command one or several connected DS1820-family tempera-
ture sensors to actually acquire a new reading. These sensors are usu-
ally idling in a low-power state between read-out operations.
– Read back the results and store them in memory. The program can also
be configured to have some or all sensors acquiring readings simulta-
neously, for situations in which the enhanced power consumption of
this method can be tolerated.
The DS1820 family of sensors come with unique identifiers written into
each individual chip at production time, in order to be able to tell which
reading came from which point of measurement along the 1-wire bus ca-
ble. The USCM will usually be configured with an explicit table of all the
sensors connected to it, but it can also conduct a search for sensors and
enumerate them on its own.
5.2.3 CAN bus communication program
This program runs in a loop checking each of the 2 CAN bus controllers built
into the processor for newly arrived messages. Since an individual CAN mes-
sage carries only a maximum of 8 bytes of payload data, some commands are too
large to fit into a single message. There’s a special transport protocol on top of
CAN defined between the master control computer and the USCM to split and
re-assemble larger blocks of data, much like in the internet TCP (“transmission
control protocol”) works on top of IP (“internet protocol”).
The CAN communication program handles this block transport protocol, and at
important points of the transaction, i.e. on receipt of the first and last CAN frame,
and after sending the last fragment of the reply, it calls a special handling routine
for the particular kind of request being handled.
Request types defined and implemented so far include direct access to all the
analog signals, temperature sensor readings, the serial ports and LVDS digital
line communication, but also debug facilities similar to the ones of the console
interface offered by task 1.
More details about this software are given in chapter 7.
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5.2.4 User-specific program
This program is reserved for specific tasks of some USCMs in particular subsys-
tems. This is where e.g., closed-loop control algorithms or subsystem-specific
safety procedures to be run directly by the USCM would go. So far, only one
program of this kind has been written, which controls a 14-channel high-voltage
supply board.
It is foreseen to keep the software itself the same on all USCMs, if the combined
size of all such program permits. It would then be controlled by a configuration
item which of those programs a particular USCM should actually run.
5.3 Tests
An important aspect of building hardware and software in a distributed approach
like that of a large collaboration like AMS-02 is that you need testing procedures
that can be executed at any time, wherever a piece of hardware currently is, to
verify that it’s operating at least superficially correctly. This is needed to allow
production quality control to be done right on the spot, with as little need of expert
intervention or test hardware as possible.
To this end, dedicated hardware and built-in self-testing software was constructed
to allow the USCM to perform a complete test of all major components. The
hardware consists of the following key pieces:
• Two USCMs, one of which will be the one being tested, the other is used to
monitor some of the activity.
• The USCM3CON main-board (see [37]) to mount them to, which exports
all the external inputs and outputs to convenient plugs and sockets.
• A specially designed “USCM test board” (see figure 5.2) containing several
Dallas sensors to be read out by each USCM, a memory chip interfaced
to the LVDS parallel bus, and switchable loop-back connections from each
USCM’s DAC outputs back to its ADC inputs.
• A CAN bus cable connecting CAN ports “A” and “B” to each other.
• Two PCs to connect serial ports to, running a terminal program like Kermit
to interact with the USCM.
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Figure 5.2: A photo of the USCM self-test board.
The software routines to execute the tests are part of the MUL TASK program
itself. They Are in the test menu group of command. They can be accessed
either individually, or all of them in sequence. The following tests are done:
• The boot-up greeting message sent to a serial port by the USCM if it re-
ceives a line-end character on that port.
• The reaction to the MUL TASK command go, which starts the handling of
ADC, DAC and Dallas ports.
• Outputting a sequence of different analog voltages on the DAC ports, and
checking via the ADC inputs connected to them that approximately the
same value is read back. Some tolerance is needed in the comparison to
allow for the limited precisions of some of the electronics parts used. As
there are twice as many ADC channels compared to the number of DACs,
each DAC output is connected to two ADC channels, both of whose reading
is compared to the expected value.
• Specialized CAN messages are sent via CAN bus A to end up being received
by CAN bus B, and the answer received back via bus B to be received by
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bus A. Then the same exercise is repeated, this time starting on bus B with a
message to be received on bus A. This whole exercise is repeated 10 times.
Since both CAN busses are physically connected to each other, this leads to
all 4 messages going full-circle from the USCM under test back to itself, in
all cases. The test routine counts the number of messages sent and received,
and checks for inconsistencies.
• The Dallas sensor on the USCM itself, and all connected Dallas sensors,
which have been found by the discovery routines as the USCM booted, are
read out and both their chip identifiers and temperature readings reported.
• The USCM CPU accesses memory at an address where no memory chips
are mapped, to test the special detection circuitry for such events.
• The memory on the test helper board is accessed via the LVDS lines, and
various test patterns written to it and read back, to check communication
via the LVDS lines.
• The 256 KiByte of on-board XRAM are exercised by writing and verifying
test patterns all over their address range.
• The external flip-flop device used to distinguish between external power
cycles and internal reboots is tested.
• The special communication lines that allow one USCM to turn off power to
itself or its redundant sibling, or be turned off by the sibling, are tested once
each. This test needs assistance by the user, who will have to give some of
the commands via the console of the sibling USCM.
• Output is sent via the second serial port to verify that this, too, works.
5.4 Space Qualification
All electronic parts and modules that are to be used in outer space, and particular
those connected in any way to systems used by manned space flight, like the Space
Shuttle and the International Space Station, have to be tested rigorously to make
sure that they’ll operate correctly for prolonged time while being exposed to the
conditions of outer space. In the case of AMS-02, the actual conditions to deal
with are
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• An almost vacuum environment, since the system is located outside the
pressurized sections of ISS. In the absence of any sizable air pressure, the
experiment is very well isolated thermally from its environment, leaving
almost only radiative heat transfer mechanisms active.
• A wide range of temperatures caused by the variation of solar irradiation
and other external and internal sources and drains of heat energy in the
apparatus at large. These influences vary over the time of the mission, on
time scales of a single, one-and-a-half hour cycle of ISS around the earth
all the way up to seasonal variations over the course of an entire year. The
temperature range being planned for is roughly from -40 to +80 ◦C, with
AMS-02 actually being operable in the range of about -20 to +40 ◦C.
• No protection against highly ionizing particles hitting the apparatus. These
are, of course, largely the very same particles measuring which is the actual
purpose of the whole mission. But to the electronics, these cosmic particles
can be quite dangerous, in several ways. They can cause transient short-
circuit conditions which have to be controlled, or lasting damage by either a
“single event effect”, or “SEE” for short. Accumulated damage to the base
materials by radiation can also affect operability of electronics, or even of
mechanical structures.
• Mainly during the launch of AMS-02 to space, and during the landing of the
Shuttle back on earth after the mission ends, but to a lesser extent also during
the mission on ISS, there are serious mechanical forces and momenta ex-
erted on our apparatus. It has to be ensured that the apparatus doesn’t break
apart under these mechanical stresses. It may not even bend beyond certain
limits defined by the sizes of the gap between AMS-02 and the Space Shut-
tle payload bay it is mounted in during those events, and by the flexibility
of the frame holding it.
For similar reasons, it must be ensured that no parts tear loose from the
apparatus and go flying around on their own. Even very small parts would
pose a serious hazard if they hit anything after having been in free fall for
a couple of meters, while the shuttle itself accelerates at roughly 10 times
the normal gravitational acceleration at ground level, briefly referred to as
“10 g”1. AMS-02, and all its subsystems, are planned and will be tested for
loads of up to 40 g.
Linked to this is the requirement that neither the entire apparatus, nor any
of mechanical subsystems, may have any resonant eigenfrequencies smaller
1Note that the fatal accident of Space Shuttle “Columbia” in January 2003 was apparently
caused by just such a free-falling part.
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than 50 Hz. This is to avoid any kind of resonance catastrophe during launch
or while mounted to ISS.
• The various electronic subsystems of the experiment must avoid interfering
with each other’s operation, and also with the environment on the Shuttle
and the Space Station, including the possibility of astronauts on “EVA”, or
“extra-vehicular activity”, coming close to the experiment or even using it
as a foot- and hand-hold.
This is managed by upper limits on electromagnetic fields generated by the
equipment, and requirements about the levels of such fields the equipment
must be able to work in.
To make sure the electronics modules of AMS-02, including the USCM, sur-
vive these conditions without developing critical failures over the three years of
planned mission time, all building blocks and subsystems of the hardware, and all
manufacturing processes used, have to undergo a rigid testing plan mainly pre-
scribed to us by NASA requirements, but with some additions or modifications
made by the AMS-02 experts. This is summarily known as “space qualification”
of those parts and procedures.
5.4.1 Individual parts
Each part used to build AMS-02 electronics has to either be pre-qualified by out-
side agencies, with the qualification document on file at NASA, or the AMS-02
collaboration has get the necessary tests done on its own behalf. The tests to be
done are mainly
• A high-rate irradiation tests using several different types and energies of
particle beams, intermixed with functional testing of the part, to check for
both degradation by accumulated dosage and SEU effects.
• Tests of the part in a near vacuum, being either stored or operated at tem-
peratures from a wide range determined by the expected thermal environ-
ment of ISS. The part must survive this so-called “TVT” (an acronym for
“Thermo-Vacuum Test”) without any degradation of functionality. Another
possible problem checked for at this stage is that the parts may not release
more than some strictly limited amounts of volatile materials (i.e. gases,
liquids or dust) while exposed to the vacuum.
• Mechanical vibration tests on a shaker device to check that the part itself
won’t break apart under the mechanical stresses during launch and entry.
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The reason for the limitation on “out-gassing” is that other parts of AMS-02 itself,
but also ISS and other experiments conducted on the station, are designed with
the assumption that the station’s environment is a relatively well-defined vacuum,
in which only certain, known types of gas molecules occur, and all of those in
well-known limited quantities. Changing the composition of this remainder of the
earth’s atmosphere at the cruise altitude of ISS would risk at least the success of
some of those other experiments, and possibly the safety of ISS itself.
5.4.2 Manufacturing procedures
The procedures used to build electronics modules from parts also have to be
demonstrated to yield space-worthy products. This is done by producing samples
under the same conditions as would be used for mass production, at the actual
facilities chosen to do the mass production. The produced modules are then sub-
jected to the same kinds of tests as the individual parts, to verify first that the parts
themselves weren’t degraded during assembly of the modules.
The other main purpose of these tests on so-called “qualification models” of the
final hardware is to ensure that the bulk materials used in production of the boards,
e.g. printed circuit board base material, various surface coatings, soldering alloys,
glues and mechanical fittings, are space-worthy, and didn’t lose that property dur-
ing the process.
5.4.3 Space environment tests
The thermal vacuum tests already mentioned as part of the screening procedures
of individual parts are repeated for increasingly large readily assembled parts of
the entire apparatus, including a final test to be conducted on the complete exper-
imental setup as it’s going to be flown.
Figure 5.3 shows how this is done. There are several questions to be answered by
a TVT, each stressing the tested device in somewhat different aspects:
• Can the device sustain being in vacuum, at temperatures all over the allowed
storage temperature range?
• Can it be operated in vacuum, within the entire designated operative tem-
perature range? In particular, is the cooling system it’ll use in space strong
enough to keep it from overheating itself?
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Figure 5.3: Graphical representation of the process of a thermal vacuum test, in terms of
the temperature in the test chamber versus time, and whether the tested device
is operated at that time or not.
• Can it withstand the mechanical stress induced by rapid changes of ambient
temperature both in operative and non-operative state?
The test cycle shown in figure 5.3 shows how each of these situations is as-
sessed: by driving the temperature through several transitions all across the al-
lowed storage and operational temperature ranges, and by extended periods of
thermal “soaking”, which are supposed to be long enough to reach thermal equi-
librium of the device with its environment.
5.4.4 Electromagnetic compatibility tests
All electronics subsystems, from individual circuit boards all the way up to the
entire assembly of the experiment undergo several stages of tests to ensure their
electromagnetic compatibility both with each other and with the transport and
operation environment. While tests for mutual interference of parts of AMS-02
are mainly driven by the interest of the experiment itself, NASA also defines some
external requirements the experiment must meet to be allowed onto the Shuttle and
the Station. Such requirements are defined by contract documents like section
10.7 of [24]. As an example, figure 5.4 taken from that document shows the
limit on electromagnetic radiation the experiment is allowed to emit in different
frequency ranges, while being mounted in the Shuttle payload bay.
To test this, AMS-02 systems at various stages of integration are operated in field-
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Figure 5.4: EMC emission limits for Shuttle payloads
isolated Faraday chambers and the emitted electromagnetic radiation is measured.
Chapter 6
Slow Control of the Cryo Coolers
The cryo coolers used to remove excess heat from the superfluid helium supply to
preserve this valuable resource as long as possible were mentioned earlier already
(see section 3.7.4). Conceptually, they remove heat energy at what is called their
“cold tip”, and transfer it forcibly to a warmer body thermally connected to their
other end: the “sink”.
The electrical drive motor of these heat pumps is supplied by a rectangular alter-
nating current of a frequency fixed to 60 Hertz, but modifiable pulse width. This
method is usually referred to as “PWM”, for Pulse Width Modulation. This volt-
age is generated and the pulse width controlled by a dedicated oscillator and a set
of powerful electronic amplifiers. The pumps are operated under the following
rules and conditions:
• They may not operate during launch or flight, but only while AMS-02 is
mounted and operating on the Space Station.
• The temperature of the thermal mass the cryo cooler is to pump its output
heat into has to be between −10 and +40 degrees Celsius.
• The outer case temperature of the cryo cooler has to be in a range from −10
to 60 degrees Celsius.
• The cooler’s effective drive voltage (RMS) has to remain within the range
of 35 . . . 70 Volts at all times, or be turned off completely.
• The effective current (RMS) going through the drive motor must be within
the range of 1.5 . . . 2.6 Amperes.
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• If the apparent impedance of the motor is outside a design range of 25 . . . 55
Ohms, the driver is presumed to be damaged, and must be turned off com-
pletely.
• The allowed power delivered to the driver depends on the current tempera-
ture on the cold side of the heat pump, i.e. the part of it that is embedded
in liquid helium. It may never be more than 150 Watts, but may have to be
restricted to less than that at lower temperatures.
• The power made available to each cryo cooler may have to be limited to
avoid the experiment at large using too much power.
• It should be avoided to turn off the cryo coolers instantaneously while run-
ning them at high power. They have to be carefully driven down to their
minimal operational power setting over an extended period of time, before
being switched off.
• It would generally be advantageous to keep the cry coolers running even
during communication outages between the cryo cooler control system and
other instances higher up in the chain of command: JMDC, ACOP, or the
operations crew on the ground.
To meet all these requirements, it was decided to have an automatic control loop
algorithm executed as close to the actual hardware as possible, in terms of layers
of indirection and abstraction, while still keeping it configurable at run time. The
place found fitting that description is as a user task running in a USCM. It will
continually run a program that checks all these conditions, stops the cryo coolers
gently if requested, and determines the correct amount of power to be applied to
them. It can also compute which PWM parameters correspond to which effective
driving power applied to the coolers, since the cryo cooler requirements are all
expressed in terms of RMS power, RMS voltage and RMS current, whereas the
parameters actually controlled by the electronics are phase differences between
60 Hertz oscillators producing square waves.
The control algorithm uses the following inputs and outputs:
Input A “Launch Lock” state variable indicating whether or not the coolers may
be operated at all.
Input A special cryogenic temperature sensor attached to the cold tip of the cryo
cooler.
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Input Dallas temperature sensors attached to the cooler itself, its heat sink, and
on the thermal shield of the cold tip. The latter is for ensuring redundant
acquisition of the cold tip temperature.
Input Stored values of the limit of power to be applied to each cryo cooler de-
cided upon by the operators.
Input The calibration curves of all attached cryo coolers giving maximum al-
lowed drive power as a function of cold tip temperature.
Input/Output A command and data link to the central control systems that can
send commands to turn the coolers on or off, and change the maximum
allowed drive power, and request information about the status of the control
loop algorithm at any time.
Input/Output LVDS parallel mode connection to the oscillator and other analog
electronics providing a modulated power supply to each of the four cryo
coolers.
Chapter 7
PC program and CAN command
types
7.1 Introduction
The CAN PC program communicates with the Universal Slow-Control Module
(USCM) via CAN bus. It can be used in many ways, including the following:
• A testbed to help the implementation of the USCM side of AMS CAN com-
munication.
• A simulator and reference implementation of the behaviour of the master
that will talk to the USCM in the final experimental setup.
• A part of GSE, or “ground support equipment”, to download code or con-
figuration file updates into USCMs, or to control test setups using USCMs,
e.g. to check temperatures during a thermal vacuum test, or just verify that
the USCM’s interface to some controlled hardware is working.
The first version of CAN PC communicated with the USCM by means of a CAN
bus interface card on a PC ISA-bus card made by WIENER electronics, called
“CAN P16”. The CAN interface card, like the USCM itself, has two independent
CAN channels, called “Can A” and “Can B”.
Later on, the program has been ported to use the “EPPCAN” interface which is
planned to be used as the standard CAN host interface adapter by others in the
AMS-02 collaboration until everything get assembled and the real master com-
puter (“JMDC”) takes over this job. This updated version can talk to the new
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interface both on Linux and 32-bit Windows (including NT-based systems, with a
bit of tweaking).
The CAN PC program is controlled by interactive commands given at a command
line prompt, or alternatively from a command script file.
For the majority of its commands, the current version communicates with only one
USCM, and only via one of the two existing CAN bus connections, to simplify its
usage.
The commands available can be classified into several groups, each of which is
described in an individual section later on in this document. These groups are
formed by commands that:
• control internal settings of the CAN PC program, including debugging mes-
sages and command input redirection
• control and initialize the CAN interface (CAN P16 or EPPCAN)
• select a particular combination of USCM, CAN bus and protocol version to
communicate with.
• directly send or receive individual CAN messages for debugging purposes.
• communicate with the chosen module by transferring “AMS blocks” over
the CAN bus connection, translating inputs and outputs between human-
readable and machine-internal formats.
7.2 Conventions and Notation
Generally, most numerical inputs and output to CAN PC commands will be done
in hexadecimal figures. Exceptions from this rule are the arguments to some com-
mands that take an index number in some list, like the module command.
For some of the commands described below, you’ll also see blocks like this one:
0FLR WCcN dlc = n
0011 ..01 00 AC bb cc dd
This shows all the important parts of a CAN bus message being sent to the USCM
or received from it, in a hopefully self-documenting format. The first two columns
in the table give the eight most significant bits of the CAN message identifier, as
four bits per column. In the top line, only the names of these bits are listed. The
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names of these bits correspond to the AMS CAN protocol definition, as shown
below. The bottom line shows the status of each of these bits. “1” and “0” mean
the bit must be set or cleared, respectively; a dot (.) means the status of this bit is
determined by other details of the communication, like the choice of CAN bus to
send a message across — or it may mean that the state of this bit doesn’t matter at
all.
bit name description
28 0 unused, must be zero
27 F if N == 0: flag “FIRST”, else special meaning
26 L if N == 0: flag “LAST”, else special meaning
25 R 0: Request, 1: Reply
24 W 0: Read, 1: Write
23 C CAN bus of this request (0: CAN-A, 1: CAN-B)
22 c CAN bus for the reply (0: CAN-A, 1: CAN-B)
21 N AMS address space (0 = “logical”, 1: “physical”)
Note that due to the way 29-bit CAN identifiers are stored in hardware registers of
the DS80C390 processor and elsewhere, these 8 bits will actually form the most
significant byte (MSB) of a 32-bit number as seen by the software. The CAN PC
program also maintains the CAN identifier in this form, e.g. in its command
identifier. The second and third byte of that number will be the source and
destination module number, the fourth byte is unused, and should always be zero.
As these other bytes behave the same way for all CAN bus messages, listing them
too would be of no informational value.
In the upper right field of the message descriptor, you find the data length code, or
“dlc” for short. That’s the number of data bytes transported by this CAN message.
For some messages, the number of bytes depends on the context. In such cases a
range of possible dlc values will be listed.
The data bytes themselves are listed in the lower right field of the table. Here, 0
to 9 and upper-case letters A to F are verbatim hexadecimal digits. Lower-case
letters are place-holders, whose meaning is explained in the text. Optional data
bytes are shown [enclosed in angle brackets like this]. Please
note that all multi-byte numbers are sent with the most significant byte first.
You’ll often see two message descriptors of this type, with an arrow like this: →
in between. This means that the second descriptor shows the format of the reply
message expected from the USCM. Note that the source and destination module
numbers will have switched places in the reply message, compared to the request:
they reflect the actual direction of data transmission on the CAN bus rather than
the roˆles of master and slave.
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The set of CAN messages documented here is meant to cover the complete selec-
tion implemented by the final code version in the ROM chips of the USCM flight
modules.
7.3 Program internal commands
• help
• ?
Displays a list of all commands available in this program with short expla-
nations for each of them.
• quit
• exit
Waits for some key being pressed, then terminates execution of the program.
• debug [<part> [<bits>]]
Enables or disables sets of debug messages in different parts of the program.
Roughly spoken, every source file or other recognizable “module” of the
program has its own <part> number. Each <part> is also given a rec-
ognizable name. Often, it’ll be the command name for which this <part>
number will turn on debug messages.
The <bits> are given has a number in hexadecimal notation. Usually, the
most commonly useful (and least voluminous) debug statements are turned
on by the least significant bit. Higher bits activate more verbose or less gen-
erally useful messages. If you don’t specify any <bits> in the command
line, the current status and the name of the given <part> is displayed.
The debug command given without any arguments just lists the current
state of all these debug flags, along with the name of each <part>.
• pause [<n>]
Stops execution until a key is pressed. This is useful mainly for scripting. If
the key pressed is the ESC key, and this happens inside a script, execution
of that script will be stopped.
If an argument <n> was given, the program will wait for the given number
of milliseconds, instead.
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• reload
This re-starts reading the current script file at its beginning. This will make
the given script file be executed repeatedly. You can get out of this endless
loop by pressing the ESC key.
This is useful for unattended burn-in or stability tests, where you want to
have the same series of commands executed repeatedly, over night or even
over a long weekend.
• version
Displays the version number and compilation date of the CAN PC program.
• @ <filename>
Using the @ command, you can redirect input of further commands to come
from the given script file. Every line of file <filename> will be read into
the program and executed (almost) exactly as if you had typed it yourself.
Note that commands which wait for you to press a key to continue won’t
get that key-press out of this command file — you’ll still have to press that
key yourself.
You can nest @ commands up to 9 levels deep, i.e. you can have the com-
mand “@ <file2>” in a file read by another @ command. It will read
from <file2>, and return to reading the previous file after reaching the
end of <file2>.
7.4 CAN interface low level control
The single command in this section initializes the CAN P16 interface card.
• init
This initializes the CAN interface hardware. This command is automati-
cally executed by the CAN PC program at startup, so you only have to call
it yourself if there’s a reason to assume that the CAN interface has gotten
itself into some incorrect internal state.
The rest of this paragraph applies only the version of the program driving
the WIENER CAN P16 card.
Internally, this initialization is done in the following sequence of steps:
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– Check for presence of the hardware. The CAN P16 card maps a sec-
tion of dual-ported RAM memory into the host PC’s upper DOS mem-
ory area, typically at C800:0000. The program writes to this area
and checks for the expected behaviour of the card.
– Clear the contents of the dual-ported RAM to have a clean start-off
condition.
– Send the control software for the card’s own microprocessor (Intel
80C186) to the card in a two-stage process. The first-stage loader
code is uploaded as part of the reset cycle of the board, the remainder
of it is sent to the card via commands sent to the first-stage loader via
the dual-ported RAM.
– Send commands to the now fully initialized board to select the CAN
bus baud rates and open both CAN busses, so incoming messages will
be made available to the host computer as bytes in the dual-ported ram.
7.5 CAN device detection and selection
• ams [on | off | ]
This command switches back and forth between the “Clemens” and “AMS”
protocol being used by the program. These differ in the selection of com-
mands available, and in the CAN message protocol used to execute those
commands common to both modes. See sections 7.9 and 7.7 for descrip-
tions of these command sets.
ams on switches into AMS mode, ams off goes back to the default
“Clemens” mode. ams without arguments shows the current state of this
setting.
• scan
Runs a loop over all possible combinations of USCM module ID, CAN bus,
and address/protocol class, and checks if it receives any reply from a module
with these parameters. Every module that sent a valid answer is stored in a
list. This list is displayed on screen, too.
The master, or “source” module ID assumed by the CAN PC program itself
is kept fixed in this scanning procedure. This means that if it is set to a value
none of the connected USCM recognize as a valid module number for the
master, they will not answer to the scan at all. As of now, the valid master
module numbers reserved for the JMDC are those from 0 to 3, inclusive.
CAN PC defaults to source ID 1.
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Please note that this also checks for the deprecated “Clemens” protocol
(see appendix A), in addition to AMS CAN blocks, and will report them
as available. This is necessary because at the time of this writing, there are
still lots of USCMs circulating inside the AMS-02 collaboration that don’t
support AMS CAN protocol in their on-board ROM code.
The main use for this command is during development and testing of USCM
hardware or software. It allows to quickly run an inventory of USCMs
available for communication with CAN PC, and it will detect errors in the
setup, like crossed-over CAN cables, or USCMs that fail to communicate
over CAN altogether.
• select ?
• select [c [A|B] | i [<num>] | v [<vers>] | m [<ID>]
| s [<ID>]]
Directly set one of the individual module parameters (source module ID,
destination module ID, CAN bus, protocol version). The select i <num>
variant directly selects one of the combinations under which a communica-
tion could be set up in a previous scan run. This is very similar to the
<module> command. “select ?” displays a short help text describing
these options.
Note: protocol versions other than v44 are all obsolete, so sel v <vers>
may be removed from the program in the future.
• module [<number>]
Selects one of the successful combinations found by the previous scan
run. You pass it the running index <number> in the list as an argument.
Without an argument, it just lists the result of scan again.
• identifier [<ID>] Displays the CAN ID template that results from
the current selection made by select or module. If you gave the optional
argument <ID>, this ID template will be overwritten. This can be used
to test-drive new message types or protocols the CAN PC program doesn’t
implement yet.
A typical usage of these commands at the start of a new session of the CAN PC
program is to scan first, look through the resulting list, and then select a module
via module <i>. From there on, most other commands will talk directly to the
particular module you selected, over the CAN bus it was found on for that scan
list entry.
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7.6 Direct CAN message handling
The commands in this section are mainly used for debugging purposes. You can
send individual messages of your own definition, poll for incoming messages and
display them, or show a backlog of recent messages received by the CAN PC pro-
gram.
• putm [<byte> [<byte> ...]]
• send [<byte> [<byte> ...]]
These rather similar command send a CAN message using the given ar-
gument <byte>s (in hexadecimal notation) as the data content, and the
current selected CAN message identifier (see the identifier command
in section 7.5). This can be used to communicate using CAN message the
CAN PC program doesn’t provide access to yet, as new features are added
to the USCM on-board software.
• getm [<timeout>]
Tries to receive a CAN message within the given time (in milliseconds).
If any is seen, it will be displayed. Otherwise, you get an error message.
If no <timeout> argument was given, the default <timeout> of 10
milliseconds is assumed.
This command, and the one below, are mainly useful to retrieve answers to
putm or send messages during development of new features in the USCM
code or in this program itself.
• look
Continuously checks for incoming CAN messages. If any are received, they
will be displayed immediately. This continues until you press the <ESC>
key.
• srm [<byte> [<byte> ...]]
Send a message, and receive a matching reply message. The reply message
must match the sent request according to the protocol being used. I.e. it
should have a ’reply’ bit set, if defined for that protocol, it should come
from the same USCM module that the request went to, and so on.
• show [<n>]
The CAN PC program keeps a backlog of CAN messages sent and received
by it. This command displays the stored messages, so you can see what
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the actual CAN messages were that were sent back and forth to implement
the commands you typed before. The backlog only contains the last 512
transmissions seen. Older transmissions won’t be available for display.
If you don’t supply the optional argument <n>, only those transmissions
logged since the last invocation of show are displayed; or all available ones,
if you hadn’t invoked show before in the same session. If the number <n>
is given, the program displays the last <n> logged transmissions.
• msgcount [0]
Besides the cyclic backlog displayed by show, CAN PC also counts all mes-
sages sent and received in total. This command displays those counts. If you
pass the optional argument 0, it will reset both counts to zero.
7.7 AMS mode commands
In this mode of operation, communication with the USCM is done using the AMS
CAN protocol. This means each request is formally expressed as an “AMS Data
Block”, which is transmitted to the USCM by exchanging a series of one or more
“AMS CAN Block” messages, as defined in [9], among other documents. The
reply of the USCM will, at least formally, be an AMS Data block, too. This block
is interpreted by the CAN PC program and the result displayed on screen.
The commands available in AMS mode can be divided into categories:
• One generic command to send whatever AMS data block you like to the
USCM.
• Special commands to change the general status of the USCM or its on-board
software.
• Direct memory read/write access.
• Status inquiries of the USCM on-board software, like lists of logged error
conditions, and commands to clear such lists.
• Commands to read out sensors, read and and write status of devices attached
to the digital LVDS lines, and control the settings of DACs and other out-
puts. These services are the ultimate goal the USCM was created to achieve,
of course.
• Commands that talk to the debug console of the USCM via CAN bus.
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Note that the descriptions of messages given below only show the initial mes-
sage pair in each transfer, usually. Further ones will often follow these, gov-
erned by the AMS CAN block transfer protocol. Read-type requests will be fol-
lowed by a series of “Request:Next” messages from the master to the USCM, to
be terminated only after the USCM signals the end of available data by a “Re-
ply:Read(L)” or a “Reply:End”. Write-type messages will be followed by further
“Request:Write” ones containing more data until the master stops transmission by
a “Request:Write(L)”. Errors can terminate both kinds of request at any stage of
the transmission.
As the reply by the USCM is governed by the AMS CAN block protocol, I won’t
document the expected replies in full form, here, unless they contain data whose
format this document should define. Please consult the AMS CAN block protocol
description [9] for more details of the protocol.
7.7.1 Generic block handling
The sole command in this category lets you send an arbitrary AMS data block to
the USCM. This is useful mainly for testing newly implemented data types on the
USCM side, in place of specialized handlers inside the CAN PC program.
• srblock <rw> <type> <[dd|dddd|dddddd|dddddddd ...]>
This sends one AMS data block described by the arguments of the command
to the USCM. The <rw> argument is either “w” or ”r” to distinguish be-
tween a write operation and a “write-and-then-read” operation of this block.
You can also use “0” or “1” in this place, to directly give the state of the
“Read/Write” bit in the AMS block directly, if you prefer. The block will
always be sent to the USCM with the “Request/Reply” bit cleared to mark
it as a request.
The <type> argument gives the AMS data type number. So far, only data
types 1 and 2 are used by the USCM on-board software. If you specify a
<type> outside that range, CAN PC will issue a warning message, but still
let you try to send the block to the USCM.
The optional <dd...> arguments give bytes or multi-byte values that form
the data part of the request block. Multi-byte inputs, i.e. arguments with
more than 2 hexadecimal digits, will be sent beginning with their most sig-
nificant byte, following through to the least significant ones. This is the byte
order used by all currently implemented AMS data types in the USCM.
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If the <rw> argument was set to “read”, the reply messages from the USCM
will be displayed on screen as an unformatted list of bytes.
7.7.2 Special commands
These commands directly change the operation status of the USCM. Their typical
usage is during code and configuration downloads, but some of them can be useful
for general debugging or emergency situations, too.
• son
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 1..0 41 09 → Reply:End
• soff
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 1..0 41 08 → Reply:End
These two commands form a pair. soff uses the so-called murder option
of the USCM to switch off the supply voltage of another USCM board it is
connected to. The USCM test motherboard “USCM3CON” cross-connects
the relevant pins of two USCM boards, so each can murder the other. son
uses the same method to turn this slave board on again.
• powerff
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 1..0 41 07 → Reply:End
This command instructs the USCM to reset the status of the “external power-
up flipflop”. For a USCM executing a recent version of the on-board code
dated before November 24th, 2003, this will cause it to start handling its
peripherals (Dallas temperature sensors, DACs, ADCs) and enable the user
task, if any, to start controlling its target hardware. The external power-up
flipflop will maintain its state through software-initiated reboots and latch-
up cycles, so the USCM will continue doing these jobs afterward. Only
an actual power cycle from the outside (including soff and son from the
sister USCM), will set this flipflop again, so the USCM will again be sitting
there, doing “nothing”.
• go
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0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 1..0 41 06 → Reply:End
On receipt of this command, a USCM running the MUL TASK system from
ROM will start handling its peripherals (Dallas temperature sensors, ADC
and DAC lines). This command has no effect if the USCM is already run-
ning the EEROM instance of its on-board code, because that operates the
peripherals directly on startup.
• suicide
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 1..0 41 0A → (No reply message!)
This command turns off the power supply of the addressed USCM board
itself, causing it to “pull away the carpet under its own feet”.
Be careful with this command: unless you have another, working USCM
module connected to the current one such that it can turn it back on via
son, you may have no remote, software-controlled way left for turning it
on again!
Note that the CAN message that transports this command (and also boot,
eerom and eprom) to the USCM will not be answered — cutting the
power or booting the USCM happens immediately, without first awaiting
delivery of a confirmation message to the CAN bus. You will get an er-
ror message from the AMS CAN block handling code complaining that no
reply arrived inside the timeout interval.
• boot
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 1..0 41 0B → (No reply message!)
Boots the addressed module directly. This has largely the same effect as
a hardware reset pulse, an internal power supply interruption (e.g. caused
by a watchdog time-out or latch-up detection), or pressing the reset button
on the USCM test motherboard “USCM3CON” to send a reset pulse to the
USCM. In particular, if there is validated code in the EEROM of the USCM,
and its enclosed ROM version number matches that of the USCM’s ROM,
boot will execute that, like it would in case of the power-on sequence or a
hardware reboot.
The main difference between the effect of this command and an actual
power supply interruption are that the data used by the code will not be
initialized by this command. Most prominently, the internal time counter
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and various error counters will not be reset to zero by this commands, but
will be by a power loss or hardware reset pulse.
• eprom
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 1..0 41 0C → (No reply message!)
Unconditionally jumps into the ROM version of the boot code. This is
similar to boot, except that code in the EEROM will not be run by this
command. This command is typically used whenever you want to write
new code into the EEROM area. It may even help to get back into the ROM
code if faulty EEROM code is currently being executed — but chances are
the eprom command itself will not be accessible either, in such a case, so
only a hardware intervention like turning off external power and on again
would get a USCM out of such a situation.
• eerom
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 1..0 41 04 → (No reply message!)
Unconditionally jumps into the EEROM instance of the USCM on-board
code. This is similar to eprom, except that it will always try to run code in
the EEROM, if any such code exists and was validated successfully. This
command is typically used after you wrote new code into the EEROM area.
The effects of this command are essentially the same as those of a powerff
command followed by a boot command.
• erase <page>
Start:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 3
0110 1..0 41 0D pp → Reply:End
Query:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 0..0 01 0D →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0111 0..0 pp rr
This starts the erase procedure of the EEROM and waits for its completion
before it returns to the command line prompt. You can erase individual
memory regions by passing a <page> number between 1 and 8, or you can
erase them all in one go, by passing a <page> number of zero. You can
break out of the loop waiting for completion of this process by pressing a
key.
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The pp byte in the messages gives the <page> to be erased. The “Start”
and “Query” messages are distinguished by their “Write” bit being set or
cleared, respectively.
For the “Start” message, you will get a “Reply:Error” instead of the usual
“Reply:End” if an erase of a different page of the EEROM is in progress
already.
The “Query” pair of messages is used to just ask for the completion status,
instead of starting a new erasure cycle. The rr byte in the reply to this type
of message is 01 if the erase procedure of the EEROM chip isn’t finished
yet, and 00 after it is. The pp byte gives the number of the page currently
being erased, if any. If there is no erase currently in progress, pp will be
FF.
• val <address>
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5
0110 0..0 01 0E aa aa aa
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5
0111 0..0 bb bb bb cc cc
Tells the MUL TASK system to calculate the checksum of a program stored
in the EEROM beginning at the given <address>, and append it at the end
of the block. The end address and the checksum are displayed on screen.
Only well-formed EEROM programs with a correct checksum present and
an enclosed ROM version number matching that of the code currently run-
ning in the USCM are started automatically by the reset procedures. This
is a safety measure to avoid auto-starting invalid code. In case of hardware
defects which lead to changes of individual EEROM bits, the checksum
will (usually) be different, causing the on-board operating system to refuse
running this code.
If you rerun validate after such a glitch, writing the changed check-
sum back into the EEROM is supposed to cause an error because individual
EEROM bits can only be cleared, not set, so again, the error should be
caught. EEROM bits can be set to 1 only via the erase command —
but then only by overwriting a whole bank at a time, which will erase the
damaged program code, too.
The aa bytes in the request message give the <address> to start the code
validation process at. The bb bytes in the reply give the end address of
the successfully validated code block, and the cc ones the checksum deter-
mined for this block and written into the EEROM by the MUL TASK code
validator.
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If the validation failed, you’ll get an AMS CAN “Reply:Error” message
instead. CAN PC will report this as a failed validation attempt.
• task <n> <address>
0FLR WCcN dlc = 6
0110 1..1 41 0F tt aa aa aa → Reply:End
Re-start MUL TASK task number <n> by executing code at the given <address>.
This can be used to replace the implementation of one of the 4 main parts
of the USCM program by a new program, regardless of where in memory
it is, or whether it has been validated before. This is typically used to di-
rectly start a new version of a task’s code after load-ing it into the XRAM
memory area, but may be useful in other cases, too.
The tt byte in the request gives the task number, <n>; the aa bytes give
the <address> to start at.
Note that since execution of task 3 <address> will re-start the CAN
message handling task itself, it’ll forget to send a reply to CAN PC before it
kills itself as part of the process, so CAN PC will issue a warning message
about a missing reply message.
• test
Write:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 3..8
01.0 1..0 42 08 dd [dd dd dd dd dd]
→ Reply:Next
Read:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 0..0 02 08
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1..8
01.1 0..0 dd [dd dd dd dd dd dd dd]
This command is mainly intended as a testbed for the implementation of the
AMS multi-message CAN protocol. In write mode, it allows to write up to
256 bytes of data to a special memory area. In read mode, it reads back all
256 bytes in that area. After each completed read of the block, the USCM
on-board code increments all bytes in that area, so the next read-out of it
will report different contents.
7.7.3 Memory reading and writing
• dx addr [length]
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• dc addr [length]
• di addr [length]
• ds addr [length]
• db addr [length]
0FLR WCcN dlc = 7
0110 0..0 01 tt ll ll aa aa aa
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1..8
01.1 0..0 dd [dd dd dd dd dd dd dd]
These commands all display memory contents as a combined hexadecimal
and ASCII dump. The aa bytes in the request messages give the address to
access, the ll ones tell how many bytes to read, and dd are the actual bytes
reported to the caller.
The individual commands use different memory type bytes tt in their re-
quests to distinguish which memory space of the 8051 architecture they
access. The following table lists them all.
hex tt CAN PC memory
byte command class
10 dx XDATA RAM
11 dc code memory
12 di internal/indirect memory
13 ds special function registers
14 db bit-addressable memory
Note that bit-addressable memory is reported as one whole byte per address.
If that byte is zero, the bit on the 8051 side is cleared, otherwise it’s set.
• mx addr
• mc addr
• mi addr
• ms addr
• mb addr
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
01.0 1..0 41 tt ll ll aa aa aa dd
→ Reply:Next or Reply:End
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Reads one byte of memory as shown for commands dx & friends. After-
ward, it asks for a new byte to be written, writes that, and reports back the
actual contents. The message data types are the same as for the dx family,
but with the Write bit now set to 1. For the case of mb, only one bit is ef-
fectively written. If the byte entered by the user is non-zero, the bit in the
USCM will be set. If zero, it’ll be cleared.
• load <filename>
Reads an Intel HEX record file from file <filename> and writes its con-
tents into USCM code memory. This can be used, e.g., to install additional
or replacement code onto the USCM board, or to write or replace data tables
in code or von-Neumann organized memory.
This command uses memory class “XRAM” to write the contents into the
USCM’s memory, as is done in the mx command.
• verify <filename>
Reads an Intel HEX file much like load does, but instead of writing its
content, compares the file contents with those of the USCM memory. This
can be used to check whether a previous load command was executed
successfully.
The memory class used by this command is XRAM, as in the dx command.
7.7.4 Status inquiry and clearing
• ping [<module>]
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 0..0 01 00
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 7
0111 0..0 01 rr ee ss ll nn cc
This command sends a “ping” request whose main purpose is to find out
whether an active USCM with a given <module> number is connected to
the CAN bus, and what it’s principal status is. If no <module> number
argument was given, a module must have been selected after a scan com-
mand, earlier. The request is addressed to the currently selected module, in
that case.
The reply contains several independent pieces of information, which ping
will interpret and display in human-readable fashion. The bytes rr and ee
contain the version number of the MUL TASK program in the ROM of the
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USCM, and the one currently being run, respectively. The latter will usually
differ if the USCM is running code downloaded into its EEROM.
The byte ss is the system status byte — the same one displayed as individ-
ual bits by the top-level command error in MUL TASK.
Bytes nn and ll are the “newborn” and “logical” module number of the
module, respectively. By default ll is the same as nn, which is burnt into
the ROM to identify each USCM. The logical address ll can be overridden
by a configuration block in EEROM, and is used to identify USCMs by their
mounting place and operational roˆle, instead of the physical module being
used.
Finally, cc identifies the CAN bus the USCM sent this reply to, as either
01 or 02.
• timestamp
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 0..0 01 01 →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5
0111 0..0 tt tt tt tt tt
Requests the elapsed time since the last power cycle of the currently selected
USCM, and displays it both in the original machine format, and as a human-
readable number of fractional seconds.
• cme
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 1..0 42 00 → Reply:End
Clears the error type counters of the MUL TASK management program.
• gme
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 0..0 02 00
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1..8
01.1 0..0 ee [ee ee ee ee ee ee ee]
Reads out the error type counters of the MUL TASK system.
• cce
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 1..0 42 01 → Reply:End
Clears the error type counters of the CAN bus communication sub-program,
which is running as task 3 of the MUL TASK system.
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• gce
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 0..0 02 01
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1..8
01.1 0..0 ee [ee ee ee ee ee ee ee]
Reads out the CAN bus communication sub-program’s error type counters.
• ccc
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 1..0 42 02 → Reply:End
Clears the message receipt counters of the CAN bus communication sub-
program on the USCM.
• gcc
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 0..0 02 02
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1..8
01.1 0..0 cc [cc cc cc cc cc cc cc]
Reads out the CAN bus communication sub-program’s message counters.
7.7.5 Control of on-board and attached devices
Several of the commands in this section have optional arguments named <n> and
<first>. The change the default behaviour of accessing all parts present on
the USCM to accessing only a sub-range. <n> controls the number of elements
to work on (defaults to all), and <first> gives the index of the one to start
with (defaults to zero, which stands for the first in the series). They show up in
command packages as optional bytes nn and ff, respectively.
• dallas [<n> [<first>]]
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2..4
0110 0..0 02 03 [nn [ff]]
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 8
01.1 0..0 dd [dd dd dd dd dd dd dd]
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0FLR WCcN dlc = 2..4
0110 0..0 02 04 [nn [ff]]
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 8
01.1 0..0 ii [ii ii ii ii ii ii ii]
This command reads out the Dallas DS1820 type temperature sensor chips,
both the one on the USCM board itself and any others connected to it, and
displays both the individual sensor identification numbers of those chips
and their current temperature measurement.
The two types of message read out the chip IDs and temperatures, respec-
tively. The length of the returned AMS data blocks reflects the number of
sensors seen by the USCM, or the number given as <n>. Note that in case
of sensor malfunctioning or incorrect tables of Dallas sensors being present
in the USCM’s configuration memory, the result can possibly be empty. In
this case, the return message will be “Reply:End” instead of the data replies
indicated above.
• adc [loop] [<n> [<first>]]
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2..4
0110 0..0 02 05 [nn [ff]]
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2..8
01.1 0..0 dd dd [dd dd dd dd dd dd]
This commands reads out and displays the current values of the analog-to-
digital converters of the USCM. The returned AMS block will contain one
2-byte word for each of the 32 ADCs, for a total of 64 bytes of data, unless
you specified <n> and <first> to override the defaults. The program
displays them as decimal voltages on a scale from zero to 4.095 Volts.
If you use the loop option, all requested ADC channels will be read out and
displayed in a “poor man’s oscilloscope” style: one line of text per readout,
each ADC reading represented by a character whose position indicates the
voltage seen. The read-out and display is repeated about 20 times a second,
so you can follow slow signals visually, or at least see that they do change
over time.
• dac [<n> [<first>]] { | ramp | rand | const <val>}
Read:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2..4
0110 0..0 02 06 [nn [ff]]
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2..8
01.1 0..0 dd dd [dd dd dd dd dd dd]
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Write:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 3..8
01.0 1..0 42 06 ff [dd dd dd dd dd]
→ Reply:Next or Reply:End
Reads out the current settings of the digital-to-analog converters of the
USCM, or writes new settings. The AMS block written / read holds one
2-byte word for each of the 16 on-board DACs, for a total of 32 bytes. In-
put and output of these settings is in decimal numbers to be interpreted as
voltages between 0 and 4.095 Volts.
If you give an argument to the command, other than the optional <n> and
<first>, the DACs will be read out, the written to values dictated by
that argument, then read back after a short pause to give the USCM time to
actually set the values.
For the ramp argument, the selected DAC channels are set to a linearly
increasing set of voltages, from channel 0 at 0 Volts to channel 15 at 4.095
Volts. If you give the rand argument instead, CAN PC selects random
settings for each DAC channel. Using the argument const <val>, you
can set all DAC channels to the voltage given by <val>.
Note that the number of DACs to be written is not represented as an nn byte
in the request message. It’s implicit in the overall length of the AMS block
transmitted, instead.
• lvds <address> [<data>]
Read:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 3
0110 0..0 02 07 aa →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0111 0..0 dd dd
Write:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5
0110 1..0 42 07 aa dd dd → Reply:End
This command treats the LVDS lines of the USCM as a parallel memory
bus with 8 address lines, and 16 data lines. If no <data> argument was
given, it will read the LVDS memory contents at the given <address>
and display them. If you gave a <data> argument, they will be written to
the LVDS memory, and read back for confirmation.
In the CAN messages, aa gives the <address>, and dd dd are the
<data> written or read.
• lecroy <clock-lines> <data-lines> { <data> | init }
Read first:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 8
0100 0..0 02 0A ww ww ww ww cc dd
→ Reply:Next
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Read second:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0010 0..0 dd
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5
0111 0..0 rr rr rr rr ss
Write:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5
0110 1..0 42 0A cc dd dd → Reply:End
This sends the given 32-bit <data> word across LVDS lines using the
serial “LeCroy protocol” defined for the MHV100 chips, and receives the
answer from the hardware attached to the USCM’s LVDS links.
The 32 bits of <data> have predefined meaning partly by the LeCroy pro-
tocol, partly by design decisions made for each subsystem the USCM is
going to be used in. Some patterns may make no sense at all. CAN PC cur-
rently doesn’t assist in setting up a correctly formed <data> argument —
this is entirely in the responsibility of the user, for now.
The <clock-lines> argument specifies a pattern of 8 bits that controls
which of the 8 LVDS “address” lines are going to be used as the clock lines
for the LeCroy serial protocol. It is sent as the cc byte in the first CAN
message. Likewise, the <data-lines> argument defines which of the
LVDS “data” lines are going to be used as the LeCroy protocol’s data lines,
and is transmitted as the dd bytes. This format allows for broadcasting data
on more than one clock and address line at the same time.
The <data> specified by the user are sent as the ww bytes of the first and
second message to the USCM. The rr bytes in the reply to the second
message contain the 32-bit reply defined by the LeCroy protocol.
The USCM runs a check to see whether the data returned by the communi-
cation partner conforms to the definition of the LeCroy protocol. In partic-
ular, the second to 16th bit sent are supposed to be repeated exactly, in the
reply. The fifth byte of the reply message, ss, gives the result of that check.
If it’s zero, the reply was correctly formed. Other problems of LeCroy com-
munication, particularly failure to acquire a bus grant acknowledgement
from the sister USCM in a pair, will still send Reply:Error instead, since
nothing has been received to fill into the ordinary reply data.
As an alternative, you may give the word init as the third argument to
this command. In that case, the USCM will send a LeCroy bus initializa-
tion sequence consisting of 64 consecutive zeroes. This is handled as the
Request:Write variant of this particular type of AMS block. Note: The
<data-lines> argument is not actually used by the current implementa-
tion of the init command, because zero is the default state of the LeCroy
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data lines anyway, but it’s transmitted anyway.
• serial [<line of text>]
• terminal
Write:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 3..8
0110 1..0 42 0b cc [cc ...] → Reply:end
Read:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 0..0 02 0b →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1..8
0111 0..1 cc [cc ...]
or Reply:End
These two commands provide a channel from CAN to the first RS232 serial
port of the USCM. Characters cc in the Request:Write are output to the
serial port, characters seen on the serial port are returned as the data in
the reply to a Request:Read. For this to work reliably, the selected USCM
should have a configuration file loaded that reserves serial port 0 for the
application, so the on-board debug port can avoid occupying it.
The command serial sends a single <line of text> passed as its
argument, or reads whatever is coming in on the serial line until it receives
a Reply:End package. The terminal command implements an interactive
two-way communication link between the serial line and the PC console.
In their details, these two commands work very similar to the commands
puts and ascii, respectively, which are documented in section 7.7.6.
Note: This is a preliminary implementation of this communication channel.
It’s limited to single-frame AMS data blocks that can be transferred in a
single CAN frame, for simplicity. This is likely to change in the future,
once the precise needs of the subsystem(s) using this channel have been
specified in full detail.
7.7.6 USCM debug console access
The commands in this section talk to the debug console of the USCM which is
usually connected to the serial ports. Their main usage is to run certain com-
mands which only exist in the shape of debug console commands, even if there
is no access to the serial ports of the USCM — as it will be in the final AMS-02
experimental setup.
Write:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 3..8
0110 1..0 41 05 cc [cc ...] → Reply:End
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Read:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0110 0..0 01 05
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1..8
0111 0..1 cc [cc ...] or Reply:End
In write mode, this sends one or more characters (in the cc bytes) from the PC to
the USCM’s debug console, just as if it had arrived at the USCM’s serial line.
In read mode, it fetches zero or more characters (in the cc bytes) from a copy of
the USCM’s output to the serial line. This copy of the output is only made if the
USCM has received debug console input via CAN recently. If the USCM has no
data in its internal buffer that it would want to send, it’ll reply with a “Reply:End”
instead of a message containing data.
Please note that even if there are more than 8 bytes available in the USCM’s
buffer, the reply will always be restricted to a single CAN message. To receive the
remaining ones, if any, CAN PC has to repeatedly send read requests until it sees
a “Reply:End” that signals the end of available console output.
The following commands of CAN PC provide user interfaces to this communica-
tion protocol:
• ascii
This commands turns off the usual command line interaction of the CAN PC
program. Instead of that, all keyboard input will immediately be sent to the
USCM module and redirected to its serial debug port. All output sent to the
serial port by the monitor is duplicated back to the CAN PC program, too,
and immediately displayed on screen. Pressing the <ESC> key on your key-
board will terminate this special mode and return you to the usual command
line interface of CAN PC.
This means you can now directly type commands for the MUL TASK mon-
itor program running on the USCM, just as if you were connected to its
debug port using a hardware terminal, or a terminal program running on
some desktop computer.
The @ command to replace keyboard input by the contents of some file is
supported in this mode, too, so you can send files from the local storage of
the computer running CAN PC directly to the USCM.
If the input to CAN PC itself was redirected from a file using a script file, and
the script file contains the ascii command, a line with a sole @ character
in it terminates ascii mode and returns to the normal CAN PC command
execution mode.
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• puts [<a line of text>]
This command is a single-shot variant of ascii: if you invoke it with any
text following the command, that text will be sent to the serial input of the
USCM immediately and verbatim, without leaving CAN PC’s command line
interaction mode. If there is no text after the command name, puts checks
for any new input from the USCM and displays it on the screen, until you
press the ESC key. Note that this works synchronously: any output to the
serial port made by the USCM before you connected to it using puts will
not be shown.
7.8 Uploading code and configuration into EEROM
CAN PC can be used to load new code into either EEROM or RAM memory in-
side the USCM, via CAN bus. Here’s a little script I routinely use to do this,
interspersed with comments to explain what it’s doing.1
scan
module 1
Scan for USCMs connected to the CAN interface, and select the module you want
to update from the list. It’ll usually appear more than once. Because it’ll show up
in both newborn and logical addressing mode, and on both available CAN busses.
If you have two or more USCMs connected, you’ll have to make sure you select
an entry that actually corresponds to the module you are planning to update.
eprom
pause 500
scan
module 1
Now we are telling the module to reset itself into “ROM-only” operation mode.
This is necessary because there must be no code running from the EEROM’s con-
tents for the following steps to succeed. You would be in danger of pulling out the
rug from under your own feet otherwise.
1You’ll find copies of this script names “aeerom” or just “aee” in the platform-specific build
directories of the distributed CAN PC source trees.
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Since completing the reset of the board may take a while, this automated script
then waits for 500 milliseconds to allow the USCM to finish that reset procedure.
Depending on which protocol type and which address space you selected, the full
address of the USCM used up to here may no longer be available after this reset,
so the script now re-does the scan and module selection2.
erase 0
This command erases the contents of the EEROM of the USCM. This makes it
possible to put new contents into it.
! if it’s a 3.0 EPROM, we must use this:
! write_bug 1
load ../../8051/uscm2/aeerom.hex
verify ../../8051/uscm2/aeerom.hex
This is the actual set of commands that loads (and checks back) the new code
into the USCM. The commented-out write bug invocation is needed because
some USCMs may still have ROM code on them that suffers from a bug in the
implementation of writing to USCM memory via Clemens protocol.
The filenames shown will of course have to be adapted to your actual file storage
conventions.
validate 20000
This command is very important. It tells the USCM to flag the code block just
uploaded into EEROM as actual, valid code that should automatically be executed
on re-boot. It does this by computing a checksum over its contents and attaching
that to the code block. The USCM ROM code computes the same checksum and
compares it to the stored. Only if they match, the code found in the EEROM is
actually run. Otherwise, the USCM will continue running the version of the code
contained in its ROM.
So once you’ve given this command, the code is “fixed” into the USCM. It’ll
execute on every power-up or reset from now on. Be careful! If there turns out to
be a sufficiently evil bug in the code just uploaded, you may have disabled your
USCM at this point. It may now take hardware-level intervention to rescue it (like
booting with J5 grounded to have it ignore the code in EEROM, no matter what).
2The way it does this is not particularly robust, though, so be careful what you do, especially
with more than one USCM connected.
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load ../../8051/uscm2/config/config.hex
verify ../../8051/uscm2/config/config.hex
validate 38000
This is essentially the same sequence of commands used to upload the code, but
this time it uploads configuration data. By default, those are also generated as
a .hex file by the Keil programming environment, but a tool to generate them
without the need for this tool set has been written to replace this in the medium
term.
If your ROM is dated before November 24th, 2003 (the first “QM2” version), the
final commands are:
boot
! reset it, just in case
write_bug 0
Since everything else is done now, the last step is to re-boot the USCM to cause
the newly uploaded code to be executed for the first time. The write bug is just
a clean-up operation to make sure everything is in a sane state after running this
script.
If your ROM is “QM2” or newer, the final command instead is
eerom
This clears the external power-up flip-flop device and thus signals to the USCM
that it’s supposed to automatically execute the EEROM code on all internally ini-
tiated reboots, then boots the USCM to actually do that.
7.9 “Clemens” mode commands
“Clemens” mode is used to speak to older versions of the USCM module without
using the actual AMS CAN protocol. It’s named after retired colleague Clemens
Camps, who wrote that part of the USCM code. In the CAN message identifier,
this distinction is reflected by the setting of bit number 21, which is referred to as
the “Newborn” bit in AMS CAN block protocol, but abused for a slightly different
purpose in this case.
Documentation of the commands and CAN messages available in this mode is
found in appendix A.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
It has been shown how the USCM designed by our working group fits into the
overall structure and design of the AMS-02 experiment, what commands and ca-
pabilities it exports to its users, and how those capabilities are going to be used
in one exemplary case: the slow-control of the cryogenic cooling subsystem. De-
sign, production and testing of both hardware and software have been described.
As is usually the case in reports about hardware not yet in active usage, the USCM
isn’t quite completely finished. Some open ends remain, which are left for oth-
ers to fix as the contribution of our working group is reaching its end. These
notwithstanding, the USCM, from the hardware, the software as well as the sys-
tems integration point of view, is essentially complete and ready to go at this time.
It remains to be seen how it performs in a completed AMS-02, as the various
subsystems begin to be built, assembled and finally integrated into a single, large
apparatus, and brought to operation on the International Space Station sometime
in the year 2007, according to current estimated NASA schedules.
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“Clemens” mode CAN bus
commands
“Clemens” mode is split into several families of commands:
• Information requests, including sensor readouts.
• Direct access to memory and processor registers of the board.
• A software-based connection to the serial port to access the on-board mul-
titasking operating system, “MUL TASK”.
• Control commands to modify the global state of the USCM.
• Special test procedures built into the CAN PC program.
The commands in each subset are explained in a separate section below.
Clemens protocol uses a total of 10 bits to indicate what kind of information or
command is being passed: two bits in the most significant bytes of the CAN
identifier (called F and L in the CAN message descriptions), plus the first byte of
the data payload of the message. The bits in the identifier specify one of the four
“sub–protocols”, or “families” of Clemens mode commands, the first data byte
gives the particular command in that family.
Almost all Clemens mode commands also share a common way of reporting er-
rors: the reply message will be in this format:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2...8
.... .... xx bb [aa ...]
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where the xx byte signals the error by having its most significant bit set, whereas
the other 7 bits are the same as they would have been in a reply indicating success.
The bb byte following it is an error code. Some error messages will have further
bytes, listed as aa above.
A.1 Information requests
These commands request status information and sensor readings from the USCM
board. Technically, the scan (see section 7.5) command would also belong into
this section, since it internally uses a CAN command message that falls into this
category, to ask about the presence of a USCM with the given module number, on
the given CAN bus. The message pattern for that is:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0000 0..1 01 →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 7
0001 0..1 01 rr ee ss nn ll cc
The reply message has the same data content as the AMS protocol message used
by the ping and scan commands in AMS mode documented in section 7.7.4.
• time
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0000 0..1 03
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5
0001 0..1 03 tt tt tt tt tt
Requests the current USCM on-board timer value and displays it. The tt
bytes in the reply are that time-stamp. The USCM time gives the number
of milliseconds since the module was last powered up. CAN PC also dis-
plays this as the number of seconds since the most recent power-up, for
convenience.
• dallas
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0000 0..1 02
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 8
0001 0..1 ii ii ii ii ii ii ii ii
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0000 0..1 05
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→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 8
0001 0..1 05 nn aa aa aa bb bb bb
Displays the 8-byte chip identifier of the Dallas temperature sensor chip
(DS1820) present on the USCM board, and the identifiers and current tem-
perature readings of all Dallas sensors connected to it. Each temperature
reading is displayed with the USCM clock time-stamp to show when this
measurement was last updated by the on-board program.
The ii bytes in the reply to the first message are the 8-byte individual chip
identification number of the on-board sensor. In the reply to the second
nn is the total number of sensors available, and the aa and bb bytes give
the USCM XRAM addresses where the chip identifiers and data can be
found. These are then read out using commands from the “memory access”
category (see section A.2).
• adc [loop]
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0000 0..1 07 →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5
0001 0..1 07 nn aa aa aa
Displays the current values found in all the analog-to-digital converter chan-
nels present on the USCM board (usually 32). Outputs are represented as
decimally printed voltages within the design range of the USCM board:
zero to 4.095 Volts.
If you gave the additional argument loop, all ADC readings are repeat-
edly read and displayed until you press a key. The display is as a scrolling
graphical representation: each line represents one complete set of all ADC
values. Each ADC is represented by a single letter (0..9, then a .. v, for 32
sensors) being printed into that line. The position of the letter visualizes the
measurement: 0 is at the left end, 4.095 Volts at the right.
The nn byte in the reply message is the number of sensors, and the aa bytes
give the USCM XRAM address where the data can be found using memory
access commands (see section A.2).
• dac
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0000 0..1 06 →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5
0001 0..1 06 nn aa aa aa
Displays the currently set values of all on-board digital-to-analog converter
outputs of the USCM board (usually 16 of them). As with the adc values,
these are given as decimally printed voltages in the range of zero to 4.095
volts.
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The nn byte in the reply message is the number of sensors, and the aa bytes
give the USCM XRAM address where the data can be found using memory
access commands (see section A.2).
A.2 Memory access requests
The messages sent by commands in this category come in two shapes: one for
reading USCM memory contents, the other for writing to it.
Memory read:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 4
0100 0..1 xx aa aa aa
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5..8
0101 0..1 xx bb bb bb dd [dd dd dd]
Memory write:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5..8
0100 0..1 xx aa aa aa dd [dd dd dd]
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 4
0101 0..1 xx bb bb bb
The aa bytes in the request specify the address the memory access shall start at,
and the bb bytes in the reply gives the actual end address — it should be equal to
aa aa aa plus the number of bytes requested, minus one. The dd bytes are the
actual contents being read from or written to USCM memory.
The byte xx is the same in the request and reply messages. It’s formed by adding
the number of memory bytes to be handled to a base number specifying the type
of memory. The following tables gives the possible base values. Write access is
signaled by setting the second-most significant bit in xx (it’s the one with value
0x40, or 64 in decimal notation).
hex xx byte for CAN PC memory
reading writing command class
30 70 dx XDATA RAM
20 N/A dc code memory
10 50 di internal/indirect memory
18 58 ds special function registers
38 78 db bit-addressable memory
The individual commands in this category are:
• dx <address> [<length>]
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• dc <address> [<length>]
• di <address> [<length>]
• ds <address> [<length>]
• db <address> [<length>]
These commands all behave very similarly: they display the contents of one
of the various types of memory visible to the DS80C390 micro-controller
on the USCM. Each takes a start <address> and an optional <length>
of the memory area to display. In the order shown above, the memory types
they access are: XDATA RAM, code memory, internal/indirect scratch-pad
ram, the SFR (an acronym for “special function register”) area, and the
set of individually addressable bits (“bit memory”) in the internal and SFR
memory spaces.
The memory contents read from the USCM are displayed both as hexadec-
imal byte contents and as ASCII characters, if they are within the printable
range.
• mx <address>
• mi <address>
• ms <address>
• mb <address>
These commands allow you to change individual memory bytes of any of
the four memory classes. Note that code-memory is non-modifiable by def-
inition, so there is no mc command.
These commands display the current value at the given “<address>”, and
give you an opportunity to enter a new value. The changed value will be
reported back, and you can again enter another one. Alternatively, typing in
a “+” (plus) alone in the command line proceeds one address further, a “-”
(minus) goes back to the next lower address. A line with only a “.” (dot)
gets you back to normal CAN PC operation.
• load <filename>
Reads an Intel HEX record file from file <filename> and writes its con-
tents into USCM code memory. This can be used, e.g., to install additional
or replacement code onto the USCM board, or to write or replace data tables
in code or von-Neumann organized memory.
This command uses memory class “code” to write to.
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• verify <filename>
Reads an Intel HEX file much like load does, but instead of writing its
content, compares the file contents with those of the USCM memory. This
can be used to check whether a previous load command was executed
successfully.
The memory class used by this command is XRAM.
• write bug [ | 0 | 1]
Up to USCM EPROM version 3.0, there used to be a bug in the board’s
handling of memory write requests, which would cause the bit masks used
for writing as listed above to not work. This command enables a special
workaround for the load command to make it work with this EPROM code
version. So even if the bug is present in your EPROM, you can at least load
a replacement into the EEROM that fixes it. Argument 1 turns this special
workaround on, 0 turns it off. If no argument was given, write bug re-
ports the current status of this setting.
A.3 Terminal mode commands
There are two CAN message request/reply pairs used for terminal-mode connec-
tions. The first sends one or more characters (in the cc bytes) from the PC to the
USCM’s serial input. The second reads zero or more characters (in the cc bytes)
from a copy of the USCM’s serial output.
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1..8
0110 0..1 04 cc [cc ...] →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0111 0..1 04
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0110 0..1 05 →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1..8
0111 0..1 05 [cc ...]
The following commands of CAN PC provide user interfaces to this communica-
tion protocol:
• ascii
This commands turns off the usual command line interaction of the CAN PC
program. Instead of that, all keyboard input will immediately be sent to the
USCM module and redirected to its serial debug port. All output sent to the
serial port by the monitor is duplicated back to the CAN PC program, too,
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and immediately displayed on screen. Pressing the <ESC> key on your key-
board will terminate this special mode and return you to the usual command
line interface of CAN PC.
This means you can now directly type commands for the MUL TASK mon-
itor program running on the USCM, just as if you were connected to its
debug port using a hardware terminal, or a terminal program running on
some desktop computer.
The @ command to replace keyboard input by the contents of some file is
supported in this mode, too.
• puts [<a line of text>]
This command is a single-shot variant of ascii: if you invoke it with any
text following the command, that text will be sent to the serial input of the
USCM immediately and verbatim, without leaving CAN PC’s command line
interaction mode. If there is no text after the command name, puts checks
for any new input from the USCM and displays it on the screen, until you
press the ESC key. Note that this works synchronously: any output to the
serial port made by the USCM before you connected to it using puts will
not be shown.
A.4 Built-in test routines
The commands in this section do their work by repeatedly reading or writing
memory contents using the CAN messages explained in section A.2. They read,
write and compare memory contents repeatedly to test stability both of the USCM
hardware (to a limited extent) and the communication via the CAN bus connec-
tion.
• t1
Tests communication stability by reading out the same memory contents of
the currently selected USCM via the selected CAN bus. This is done twice
in a row, followed by a check whether the bytes read are the same from
both read-outs. The re-read and comparison with the original read result are
repeated 100 times.
• t2
Similar to t2, except that it alternates between writing some bytes into
USCM memory, reading them back, and comparing them with what was
written. Like with t1, the read-compare is repeated 100 times.
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• test [ | ? | 1 | 2 | m<number>]
This command tests CAN bus communication and hardware automatically.
Commands test 1 and test 2 are equivalent to t1 and t2 explained
above, respectively. test ? shows a short list of available arguments and
their meaning.
test m<number>, runs both t1 and t2 for the board with the given
<number>, and automatically writes the log output from these tests into a
log-file named “can m<number>.log”. It will do this using both of the
available CAN busses.
If given no arguments, test displays some explanation and runs t1 and
t2 on all modules found, and on both CAN busses.
• udump
This command is meant to test the reliability of CAN bus communication
with more than one module in parallel. It repeatedly requests the same
memory contents from all boards found during the scan, on the currently
selected CAN bus. It keeps sending and receiving CAN bus messages as
fast as it possibly can. It does this synchronously, i.e. it always waits for the
answer message to a given request before it sends the next request message.
The memory contents read are compared to earlier readings from the same
board, and all changes are reported as errors.
You can press the SPACE key to interrupt the endless loop and receive a
report of current message numbers and error counts. Pressing SPACE again
continues the loop.
The ESC key stops execution of this command altogether and gets you back
to the CAN PC prompt.
• adump
This “asynchronous dump” command is similar to udump, except that it
sends several requests in succession before it starts looking for answer mes-
sages. One difference is that the number of successful transmissions can
differ from one module to the next. I.e. you may observe that one module
has answered the requests of CAN PC considerably more often than another,
within a given time you let adump run.
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A.5 Special commands
The commands in this section can be used to exchange code or data in the USCM’s
memory, reset the USCM into a safe state, or affect the power supply of USCM
modules.
• soff
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0010 1..1 00 →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0011 1..1 00
• son
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0010 1..1 01 →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0011 1..1 01
These two commands form a pair. soff uses the so-called murder option
of the USCM to switch off the supply voltage of another USCM board it is
connected to. The USCM test motherboard, “USCM3CON” cross-connects
the relevant pins of two USCM boards, so each can murder the other. son
uses the same method to turn this slave board on again.
• suicide
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0010 1..1 02 → (No reply message!)
This command turns off the power supply of the addressed USCM board
itself, causing it to “pull away the carpet under its own feet”.
Be careful with this command: unless you have another, working USCM
module connected to the current one such that it can turn it back on via
son, you may have no remote, software-controlled way left for turning it
on again!
Note that the CAN message that transports this command (and also boot
and eprom) to the USCM will not be answered — cutting the power or
booting the USCM happens immediately, without first awaiting delivery
of a confirmation message to the CAN bus. The programs suppresses the
error message you would normally get about such a missing reply in these
commands.
• boot
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0010 1..1 04 → (No reply message!)
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Boots the addressed module directly. This has the same effect, software-
wise as a hardware reset pulse, a power supply interruption, or pressing the
manual reset button in a test setup. In particular, if there is validated code
in the EEROM of the USCM, boot will execute that, like it would in case
of the power-on sequence or a hardware reboot.
• eprom
0FLR WCcN dlc = 1
0010 1..1 03 → (No reply message!)
Unconditionally jumps into the ROM version of the boot code. This is
similar to boot, except that code in the EEROM will not be run by this
command. This command is typically used whenever you want to write
new code into the EEROM area. It may even help to get back into the ROM
code if faulty EEROM code is currently being executed — but chances are
the eprom command itself will not be accessible either in such a case, so
only a hardware intervention like cycling the external power supply would
help.
• erase <page>
Start:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0010 1..1 05 pp →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 3
0011 1..1 05 pp rr
Query:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0010 0..1 05 pp →
0FLR WCcN dlc = 3
0011 0..1 05 pp rr
This starts the erase procedure of the EEROM and waits for its completion
before it returns to the command line prompt. You can erase individual
memory regions by passing a <page> number between 1 and 8, or you can
erase them all in one go, by passing a <page> number of zero. You can
break out of the loop waiting for completion of this process by pressing a
key.
The pp byte in the messages gives the <page> to be erased. The rr byte
in the replies is 01 if the erase procedure of the EEROM chip isn’t finished
yet, and 00 after it is. The second pair of messages (with the “write” bit not
set) is used to just ask for the completion status, instead of starting a new
erasure.
• val <address>
0FLR WCcN dlc = 4
0010 1..1 06 aa aa aa
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→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 6
0011 1..1 06 bb bb bb cc cc
Tells the MUL TASK system to calculate the checksum of a program stored
in the EEROM beginning at the given <address>, and append it at the end
of the block. The end address and the checksum are displayed on screen.
Only well-formed EEROM programs with a correct checksum present and
the enclosed ROM code version number matching that currently running
in the USCM are started automatically by the reset procedures. This is
a safety measure to avoid auto-starting invalid code. In case of hardware
defects which lead to changes of individual EEROM bits, the checksum
will (usually) be different, causing the on-board operating system to refuse
running this code.
If you rerun validate after such a glitch, writing the changed check-
sum back into the EEROM is supposed to cause an error because individual
EEROM bits can only be cleared, not set, so again, the error should be
caught. EEROM bits can be set to 1 only via the erase command —
but then only by overwriting a whole bank at a time, which will erase the
damaged program code, too.
The aa bytes in the request message give the <address> to start the code
validation process at. The bb bytes in the reply give the end address of
the successfully validated code block, and the cc ones the checksum deter-
mined for this block and written into the EEROM by the MUL TASK code
validator.
If the validation failed, you’ll get an error reply message instead, like this:
0FLR WCcN dlc = 2
0011 1..1 86 01
. CAN PC will report this as a failed validation
attempt.
• task <n> <address>
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5
0010 1..1 07 tt aa aa aa
→
0FLR WCcN dlc = 5
0011 1..1 07 tt aa aa aa
Start MUL TASK task number <n>, by executing code at the <address>
given in the command. This can be used to replace the implementation of
one of the 4 main parts of the USCM program by a new program, regardless
of where in memory it is, or whether it has been validated before. This is
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typically used to directly start a new version of a task’s code after load-ing
it into the XRAM or EEROM memory areas.
The tt bytes in the request and reply message give the task number, <n>;
the aa bytes give the <address> to start at.
Appendix B
List of acronyms
ACC Anti-Coincidence Counter
ACOP AMS Crew Operations Post
ADC analog-to-digital converter
AMS Alpha-Magnetic Spectrometer
CAB Cryomagnet Avionics Box
CAN Controller Area Network
CPU central processing unit
DAC digital-to-analog converter
DC direct current
DC/DC converter between different DC voltages
ECal electromagnetic calorimeter
EEROM electrically erasable programmable read-only memory
EPROM erasable programmable read-only memory
GPS Global Positioning System
I/O input or output of a computer
JMDC Main DAQ Computer
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N/A not applicable
OTP one-time-programmable memory
PDS power distribution system
RICH ring-imaging Cherenkov counter
ROM read-only memory
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
TRD transition radiation detector
USCM Universal Slow-Control Module
USS Unique Support Structure
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